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Gross-Pitaevskii Limit of a Homogeneous Bose
Gas at Positive Temperature
Andreas Deuchert, Robert Seiringer
We consider a dilute, homogeneous Bose gas at positive temperature. The system is investi-
gated in the Gross-Pitaevskii limit, where the scattering length a is so small that the interaction
energy is of the same order of magnitude as the spectral gap of the Laplacian, and for tempera-
tures that are comparable to the critical temperature of the ideal gas. We show that the difference
between the specific free energy of the interacting system and the one of the ideal gas is to leading
order given by 4πa
(
2̺2 − ̺20
)
. Here ̺ denotes the density of the system and ̺0 is the expected
condensate density of the ideal gas. Additionally, we show that the one-particle density matrix of
any approximate minimizer of the Gibbs free energy functional is to leading order given by the
one of the ideal gas. This in particular proves Bose-Einstein condensation with critical tempera-
ture given by the one of the ideal gas to leading order. One key ingredient of our proof is a novel
use of the Gibbs variational principle that goes hand in hand with the c-number substitution.
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1. Introduction and main results
1.1. Background and Summary
The experimental realization of the first Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) in an Alkali gas in 1995 [1, 4]
triggered numerous mathematical investigations on the properties of dilute Bose gases. The starting point was
a work by Lieb and Yngvason [21] who proved a lower bound for the ground state energy of a dilute Bose gas
in the thermodynamic limit. Together with the upper bound given in [19], it rigorously establishes its leading
order behavior. In the case of hard-core bosons, the correct upper bound had already been proven in 1957 by
Dyson [6].
Bose gases in experiments are usually prepared in a trapping potential and such a set-up is well-described by
the Gross-Pitaevskii (GP) limit. As has been shown in [19, 15, 16], the ground state energy of a Bose gas in
this limit is to leading order given by the minimum of the GP energy functional. Additionally, the projection
onto the minimizer of this functional approximates the one-particle density matrix of the gas to leading order.
The dynamics of a system in the GP limit, on the other hand, can be described by the time-dependent GP
equation, which has been established in [7, 8, 2, 22]. For a more extensive list of references we refer to
[18, 23, 3].
While ground states provide a good description of quantum gases at very low temperatures, positive tem-
perature effects are crucial for a complete understanding of modern experiments. In such a situation one is
interested in the free energy and the Gibbs state of the system rather than in its ground state energy and in the
ground state wave function. For the dilute Bose gas in the thermodynamic limit, the leading order behavior
of its free energy per unit volume could be established, see [29] for the upper bound and [25] for the lower
bound. The techniques developed in [21, 19] have also been extended to treat fermions, both for the ground
state energy [17] and for the free energy at positive temperature [24]. We mention also the papers [12, 13, 14]
and [9] where Gibbs states of Bose gases with mean-field interactions are studied.
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In a more recent work [5], the trapped Bose gas at positive temperature is studied in a combination of ther-
modynamic limit in the trap and GP limit. It could be shown that the difference between the interacting free
energy of the system and the free energy of the ideal gas is to leading order given by the minimium of the GP
energy functional. Additionally, the one-particle density matrix of any approximate minimizer of the Gibbs
free energy functional is to leading order given by the one of the ideal Bose gas, but with the condensate
wave function replaced by the minimizer of the GP functional. This in particular proves the existence of a
BEC phase transition in the system. The proof of these statements relies heavily on the fact that particles in
the thermal cloud have a much larger energy per particle, and therefore live on a much larger length scale
than particles in the condensate. As a consequence, the interaction can be seen to leading order only in the
condensate. The case of the homogeneous gas in a box, where the condensate and the thermal cloud live on
the same length scale, had been left as an open problem.
In the present work we consider this case, that is, we consider a homogeneous Bose gas (a gas in a box) at
positive temperature in the GP limit. In this system the condensate and the thermal cloud necessarily live
on the same length scale and interactions between them are relevant. We prove similar statements as in the
case of the trapped gas in [5], in particular, we show the existence of a BEC phase transition with critical
temperature given by the one of the ideal gas to leading order.
1.2. Notation
For functions a and b of the particle number and other parameters of the system, we use the notation a . b to
say that there exists a constant C > 0 independent of the parameters such that a ≤ Cb. If a . b and b . a we
write a ∼ b, and a ≃ b means that a and b are equal to leading order in the limit considered.
1.3. The model
We consider a system of N bosons confined to a three-dimensional flat torus Λ of side length L. The one-
particle Hilbert space is thus H = L2(Λ, dx), with dx denoting Lebesgue measure, and the Hilbert space of
the N-particle system is the N-fold symmetric tensor product HN = L2sym(ΛN , dx). That is, HN is the space
of square integrable functions of N variables that are invariant under exchange of any pair of variables. On
HN we define the Hamiltonian of the system by1
HN =
N∑
i=1
−∆i +
∑
1≤i< j≤N
vN(d(xi, x j)). (1.1)
Here ∆ denotes the Laplacian on the torus and d(x, y) is the distance between two points x, y ∈ Λ. The
interaction potential is of the form
vN(d(x, y)) = (N/L)
2 v(Nd(x, y)/L) (1.2)
with a nonnegative, measurable function v : [0,∞) 7→ [0,∞], independent of N. A simple scaling argument
shows that if av is the scattering length of v, then the scattering length aN of vN is given by
aN = avL/N. (1.3)
The scattering length is a combined measure for the range and the strength of a potential and its definition is
recalled in [18, Appendix C]. We are interested in the choice av ∼ 1, i.e. aN/L ∼ N−1. By definition, v is
1In our units the mass is given by m = 1/2 and ~ = 1 = kB, where kB is Boltzmann’s constant.
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allowed to take the value +∞ on a set of positive measure which corresponds to hard core interactions. We
will assume that v vanishes outside the ball with radius R0, that is, it is of finite range.
In the concrete realization of Λ as the set [0, L]3 ⊂ R3, ∆ is the usual Laplacian with periodic boundary
conditions and the distance function d(x, y) is given by d(x, y) = mink∈Z3 |x − y − kL|. We also note that
vN(d(x, y)) =
∑
k∈Z3 vN(|x − y − kL|) if R0 < N/2.
The canonical free energy related to the Hamiltonian HN at inverse temperature β is defined by
F(β,N, L) = − 1
β
ln
(
TrHN e
−βHN
)
. (1.4)
The trace in Eq. (1.4) is taken over HN . In the following we will drop the subscript HN and write Tr for this
trace. By F0(β,N, L) we will denote the free energy of the ideal Bose gas, that is, the free energy related to
the Hamiltonian HN with v = 0. A useful characterization of the free energy (1.4) is via the Gibbs variational
principle. Let us denote by SN the set of N-particle states on HN with finite energy, that is, the set of
trace-class operators ΓN on HN with 0 ≤ ΓN ≤ 1, TrΓN = 1 and Tr[HNΓN] < +∞2. We also denote by
S (ΓN) = −Tr[ΓN ln(ΓN)] the von-Neumann entropy of a state ΓN ∈ SN . The Gibbs free energy functional is
given by
F (ΓN) = Tr [HNΓN] − 1βS (ΓN) . (1.5)
Minimization of F over all states yields the free energy (1.4), i.e.,
F(β,N, L) = inf
ΓN∈SN
F (ΓN). (1.6)
The unique minimizer of the Gibbs free energy functional is given by the canonical Gibbs state
ΓGN =
e−βHN
Tr
[
e−βHN
] . (1.7)
Apart from the particle number N and the scattering length av of the unscaled potential v, our system depends
on the density ̺ = N/|Λ| and on the inverse temperature β (we could set L = 1 but we prefer to keep a length
scale to explicitly display units in formulas). We are interested in the free energy of the system as N tends to
infinity and for temperatures that are comparable to or smaller than the critical temperature of the ideal Bose
gas, or equivalently, such that β & βc. Here βc = π(ζ(3/2)/̺)2/3 denotes the inverse critical temperature of the
ideal Bose gas in a box of side length L and ζ denotes the Riemann zeta function. Since aN ∼ L/N this limit
can also be interpreted as a combined thermodynamic and GP limit.
For a given state ΓN we denote by γN its one-particle density matrix (1-pdm) which we define via its integral
kernel
γN(x, y) = Tr
[
a∗yaxΓN
]
. (1.8)
In the above equation a∗x and ax denote the usual creation and annihilation operators (actually operator-valued
distributions) of a particle at point x, fulfilling the canonical commutation relations
[
ax, a
∗
y
]
= δ(x − y). Here
δ denotes the Dirac delta distribution. Equivalently, the integral kernel of γN can be defined via the integral
kernel ΓN(x1, ..., xN; y1, ..., yN) of the state ΓN by integrating out all but one coordinates and multiplying the
result with N:
γN(x, y) = N
∫
R3(N−1)
ΓN(x, q1, ..., qN−1; y, q1, ..., qN−1) d(q1, ..., qN−1). (1.9)
By definition, a sequence of states ΓN shows BEC if the related 1-pdms γN have at least one eigenvalue of
order N, i.e.,
lim inf
N→∞
sup‖φ‖=1 〈φ, γNφ〉
N
> 0. (1.10)
2Here and in the following, we interpret Tr[HΓ] for positive operators H and Γ as Tr[H1/2ΓH1/2]. This expression is always well-
defined if one allows the value +∞. In particular, finiteness of Tr[HΓ] does not require the operator HΓ to be trace-class, only that
H1/2ΓH1/2 is.
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1.4. The main theorem
Our main theorem is the following statement:
Theorem 1.1. Assume that v : [0,∞) → [0,∞] is a nonnegative and measurable function with compact
support. Denote by ̺0(β,N, L) the expected condensate density in the canonical Gibbs state of the ideal Bose.
In the combined limit N → ∞, β̺2/3 ∼ 1 and aN given by (1.3) with av > 0 fixed, we have
F(β,N, L) = F0(β,N, L) + 4πaN |Λ|
(
2̺2 − ̺0 (β,N, L)2
)
+ o
(
L−2N
)
(1.11)
with ∣∣∣∣o (L−2N)∣∣∣∣ ≤ L−2C (β̺2/3)N1−α, (1.12)
for some α > 0 and with a function C(s) that is uniformly bounded for s ∈ [s0,∞) with s0 > 0. Moreover, for
any sequence of states ΓN ∈ SN with 1-pdms γN and
F (ΓN) = F0(β,N, L) + 4πaN |Λ|
(
2̺2 − ̺0 (β,N, L)2
)
(1 + δ(N)) , (1.13)
we have for some σ > 0 ∥∥∥γN − γN,0∥∥∥1 ≤ C (β̺2/3)N [N−σ + δ(N)1/8] . (1.14)
Here γN,0 denotes the 1-pdm of the canonical Gibbs state of the ideal gas in Λ and ‖ · ‖1 is the trace norm.
The fact that the difference between the specific free energy of the interacting system and the one of the ideal
gas is given by 4πa(2̺2 − ̺0 (β,N, L)2) also holds for the dilute Bose gas in the thermodynamic limit, see
[29, 25]. The formulas look the same because, as already mentioned above, our limit can be interpreted as a
combined thermodynamic and dilute limit. We highlight that (1.14) holds for any approximate minimizer of
the Gibbs free energy functional in the sense of (1.13), and not only for the interacting Gibbs state (1.7) of the
system. This in particular proves BEC for this class of states, see also Remark 8 below.
Remarks:
1. Since the function s 7→ C(s) is uniformly bounded for s ∈ [s0,∞) with s0 > 0 our results are uniform
for β & βc. The exponents α and σ can be chosen as α = 4/6885−η and σ = 1/6885−η for some fixed
η > 0. For η → 0 the function C blows up. Our rate in Eq. (1.11) is the same as the one for the lower
bound for the dilute Bose gas in the thermodynamic limit in [25]. The known result for the ground state
is implied by our result in the limit β → ∞. The error term is worse, however.
2. The result in (1.14) does not assume translation invariance of the states ΓN . If one assumes that ΓN is
translation invariant the rate of convergence can be improved. In particular, one finds that the error term
depends on δ(N)1/2 instead of on δ(N)1/8 in this case.
3. Our result is uniform in the unscaled scattering length av as long as av ∈ (0, d] with 0 < d < ∞.
4. For β ∼ βc and aN ∼ L/N, we have F0 ∼ |Λ|̺5/3 = L−2N5/3 for the free energy of the ideal gas, whereas
the interaction energy is given by |Λ|aN̺2 ∼ L−2N. Up to this scale we control the free energy of the
interacting gas.
5. The interaction energy is for β ≤ βc given by 8π|Λ|aN̺2 to leading order, which has to be compared
to 4π|Λ|aN̺2, its value at zero temperature. The additional factor of two is an exchange effect due to
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the symmetrization of the wave function which only plays a role if the particles occupy two different
one-particle orbitals. Above the critical temperature this is essentially always the case but particles
inside a condensate do not experience this effect. This leads to the dependence of the interaction energy
in Eq. (1.11) on ̺0(β,N, L).
6. The free energy F0(β,N, L) and the condensate density ̺0(β,N, L) are the ones of the ideal gas in the
canonical ensemble for which no explicit formulas are available. Our results are still valid if these
two quantities are replaced by their corresponding grand canonical versions as can be seen from the
discussion in the Appendix.
7. Our bounds depend, apart from the scattering length av, only on the range R0 of the interaction potential.
This dependence could be displayed explicitly. By cutting v in a suitable way one can extend the result
to infinite range potentials which are integrable outside some ball with finite radius, that is, to all
nonnegative potentials with a finite scattering length.
8. Our proof allows for the incorporation of internal degrees of freedom such as spin. For simplicity we
only treat the case of spinless particles here.
9. Eq. (1.14) implies BEC into the constant function |Λ|−1/2 on the torus with condensate fraction given by
the one of the ideal Bose gas to leading order. The statement follows from the fact that the trace norm
bounds the operator norm, and hence (1.14) implies∥∥∥γN − γN,0∥∥∥ ≤ C (β̺2/3)N [N−σ + δ(N)1/8] . (1.15)
By ‖ · ‖ we denote the operator norm. The critical temperature does not depend on the interaction in the
dilute GP limit considered here. Deviations from this behavior have been observed in experiments [27],
however.
10. BECs could in the first experiments only be prepared in harmonic traps. However, more recent set-
ups also allow for the preparation of such systems in a box type potential with approximate hard wall
boundary conditions, see [10]. The inclusion of these boundary conditions into our set-up will be
discussed in the next section.
1.5. Extension to the case of Dirichlet boundary conditions
The methods that have been developed for the proof of Theorem 1.1 also allow for the proof of a similar
statement where the periodic boundary conditions are replaced by Dirichlet boundary conditions. In this case
the system does not condense into the constant function but into the minimizer of the GP energy functional.
To state this result, we first need to introduce some notation.
For functions φ ∈ H10([0, L]3), we introduce the GP energy functional
EGP (φ) =
∫
[0,L]3
(
|∇φ(x)|2 + 4πa |φ(x)|4
)
dx. (1.16)
Here H10([0, L]
3) denotes the usual Sobolev space of functions with zero boundary conditions. We denote by
EGP(N, a, L) = inf
φ∈H10([0,L]3) with ‖φ‖=
√
N
EGP (φ) (1.17)
its ground state energy and by φGP
N,aN
its minimizer, which is unique up to a phase. Additionally, let HD
N
be
the Hamiltonian (1.1), where the Laplacian on Λ is replaced by ∆D, the Laplacian on [0, L]3 with Dirichlet
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boundary conditions. Similarly let FD(β,N, L) be the canonical free energy related to HD
N
and let FD0 (β,N, L)
be the same quantity in the case v = 0. By ̺D(x) we denote the density of the canonical Gibbs state of the
ideal gas and ϕ0 is the ground state of −∆D. Finally, we introduce with ND0 the expected number of particles
in the condensate of the Gibbs state of the ideal gas and denote by ̺Dth(x) = ̺
D(x) − ND0 |ϕ0(x)|2 the density of
its thermal cloud. For simplicity we suppress the dependence of the densities on β, N and L.
The analogue of Theorem 1.1 in the case of Dirichlet boundary conditions is the following statement:
Theorem 1.2. Assume that v : [0,∞)→ [0,∞] is a nonnegative and measurable function with finite scattering
length av. In the combined limit N →∞, β̺2/3 ∼ 1 and aN given by (1.3) with av > 1 fixed, we have
FD(β,N, L) − FD0 (β,N, L) ≃
[
EGP
(
ND0 , aN , L
)
+ 8πaN
∫
[0,L]3
(
̺Dth(x)
2 + 2̺Dth(x)
∣∣∣φGPN0,aN (x)∣∣∣2) dx] . (1.18)
Moreover, for any sequence of states ΓN ∈ SN with 1-pdms γN and
F (ΓN) − FD0 (β,N, L) ≃
[
EGP
(
ND0 , aN , L
)
+ 8πaN
∫
[0,L]3
(
̺Dth(x)
2 + 2̺Dth(x)
∣∣∣φGPN0,aN (x)∣∣∣2) dx] , (1.19)
we have
lim 1
N
∥∥∥∥γN − (γN,0 − ND0 |ϕ0〉〈ϕ0| + ∣∣∣φGPN0,aN〉 〈φGPN0,aN ∣∣∣)∥∥∥∥1 = 0, (1.20)
where γN,0 denotes the 1-pdm of the canonical Gibbs state of the ideal gas and lim is our combined limit.
Finally,
lim 1
N
∥∥∥∥γN − ∣∣∣φGPN0,aN 〉 〈φGPN0,aN ∣∣∣∥∥∥∥ = 0, (1.21)
where ‖ · ‖ denotes the operator norm. In particular, we have BEC with the same condensate fraction and the
same critical temperature as in the case of the ideal Bose gas to leading order.
Remarks:
1. In the case of periodic boundary conditions, the condensate wave function is given by a constant and
therefore minimizes the GP energy functional on the torus, that is, (1.16) for functions φ ∈ H1per(Λ).
Here H1per([0, L]
3) denotes the usual Sobolev space of functions with periodic boundary conditions.
For Dirichlet boundary conditions this picture changes because they force the minimizer of the GP
functional to vary on the length scale of the box, that is, on L. This results in a macroscopic change
of the energy of the condensate compared to the case with periodic boundary conditions. Although the
Dirichlet boundary conditions do also change the free energy of the ideal gas compared to the case of
periodic boundary conditions (not to leading order but on the scale we are interested in), they do not
affect the density of the thermal cloud to leading order. This is because the energy per particle inside
the thermal cloud is for β ∼ βc given by ̺2/3, where ̺ = N/L3. Its density therefore varies on a length
scale of order ̺−1/3 which is much smaller than the length scale of the box: ̺−1/3/L ∼ N−1/3. Hence,
the density of the thermal cloud is essentially a constant until close to the boundary. Since the expected
number of particles in the condensate does not depend on the boundary conditions to leading order, this,
in particular, implies that the second term in the bracket on the right-hand side of (1.18) satisfies
8πaN
∫
[0,L]3
(
̺Dth(x)
2 + 2̺Dth(x)
∣∣∣φGPN0,aN (x)∣∣∣2) dx ≃ 8πaNL3 (̺2th + 2̺th̺0) . (1.22)
The term on the right-hand side depends on the expected condensate density of the Gibbs state of the
ideal gas in the case of periodic boundary conditions ̺0 and on ̺th = ̺ − ̺0. This should be compared
to (1.11), where the same terms appear.
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2. In the remaining part of the paper we will prove Theorem 1.1 but we will not prove Theorem 1.2.
The methods developed to prove Theorem 1.1 can, however, be adjusted to also obtain a proof for
Theorem 1.2. Let us mention the main points to consider. Concerning the lower bound, the main point
is that the technique from [25], that we use for the proof of the lower bound, naturally translates to
the case of Dirichlet boundary conditions. This is because the c-number substitution is done with a
sufficient number of momentum modes such that the GP minimizer, which varies on the length scale of
the box, can be efficiently approximated with them. Additionally, as explained in the previous remark,
the density of the thermal cloud of the ideal gas is constant to leading order. This allows one to use
essentially the same technique to compute the free energy related to the modes that are not affected
by the c-number substitution as in the case of periodic boundary conditions. To extend the proof of
the upper bound, one has to cut the Fock space into high and low momentum modes, as it has been
done in the proof of the lower bound. In the Fock space related to the low momentum modes one
chooses the trial state to be a product wave function with N0(β,N, L) particles sitting in an approximate
version of the GP minimizer. As above, N0(β,N, L) denotes the expected number of particles in the
condensate of the ideal Bose gas. The overall trial state is then given by the symmetric tensor product
of this function and a non-interacting canonical Gibbs state acting on the Fock space related to the high
momentum modes (at the correct temperature and with N −N0(β,N, L) particles). In order to obtain the
leading order behavior of the interaction energy, which depends on the scattering length, one has to, as
in the case of periodic boundary conditions, add a correlation structure. The proof of the asymptotics
of the 1-pdm remains up to minor adjustments unchanged. Here the main point is that the Griffith
argument has to be done with an approximate version of the GP minimizer, which depends only on
the low momentum modes of the c-number substitution, instead of with the constant function. Since
the concrete implementation of the above strategy would considerably increase the length of the proof
compared to the case of periodic boundary conditions, without adding substantial new difficulties, we
only give the proof of Theorem 1.1 here.
1.6. Supplementary: The ideal Bose gas on the torus
In this section we collect some basic facts and formulas concerning the ideal Bose gas on a flat torus Λ for
later reference. Since no explicit formulas are available for the canonical ensemble we state all results for the
grand canonical ensemble. This is justified because the discussion in the Appendix shows that the free energy
and the expected number of particles in the condensate, when computed in the two ensembles, agree with a
precision that is sufficient for our purposes.
The expected number of particles in the condensate and in the thermal cloud (all particles outside the conden-
sate) are given by
N
gc
0 =
1
e−βµ0 − 1 and N
gc
th =
∑
p∈ 2π
L
Z3\{0}
1
eβ(p2−µ0) − 1
, (1.23)
respectively. The chemical potential µ0 and the expected number of particles N in the system are related
via the equation N = Ngc0 + N
gc
th . The relevant densities are denoted by ̺ = |Λ|−1N, ̺
gc
0 = |Λ|−1N
gc
0 and
̺
gc
th = |Λ|−1N
gc
th . The ideal Bose gas shows a BEC phase transition in the limit of large particle number. More
precisely, for N → ∞ one has
N
gc
0
N
≃
1 − (βcβ
)3/2
+
with βc =
1
4π
(
̺
ζ(3/2)
)−2/3
(1.24)
and the Riemann zeta function ζ. Here [x]+ = max{x, 0}. For inverse temperatures such that β > βc(1+ǫ) with
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ǫ > 0, the chemical potential is to leading order given by µ0 ≃ −(βNgc0 )−1 ∼ −(βN)−1, while for β < βc(1 − ǫ)
it scales as µ0 ∼ −β−1. Finally, the free energy of the system is given by
F
gc
0 (β, µ0, L) = µ0N +
1
β
∑
p∈ 2π
L
Z3
ln
(
1 − e−β(p2−µ0)
)
. (1.25)
1.7. The proof strategy
Before we come to the proof of Theorem 1.1, we first briefly present the main steps for the convenience of the
reader.
Sec. 2 contains a proof of the upper bound for the interacting free energy. It is based on the Gibbs variational
principle and the construction of a trial state whose free energy can be bounded from above by the desired
expression. As a trial state we use the canonical Gibbs state of the ideal Bose gas. In order to obtain the scat-
tering length in the interaction energy, we have to add a correlation structure which decreases the probability
of finding two particles close together. Our ansatz yields a much simpler proof of the upper bound than the
related proof in case of the dilute Bose gas in the thermodynamic limit [29]. This is only possible, however,
because the scattering length scales as aN ∼ L/N, and hence the system is extremely dilute.
For the proof of the lower bound for F(β,N, L) in Sec. 3, we adjust the techniques developed for the related
proof for the dilute Bose gas in the thermodynamic limit [25]. One key ingredient of our approach is a novel
use of the Gibbs variational principle that goes hand in hand with the c-number substitution, which is a central
ingredient of the proof in [25]. In comparison to [25], this allows us to work with a general state Γ instead of
with a version of the grand canonical Gibbs state. In particular, we can keep the information that Γ has exactly
N particles. This adjustment would not have been necessary as far as the lower bound for the free energy is
concerned, but it is essential for the proof of the asymptotics of the 1-pdm of approximate minimizers of the
Gibbs free energy functional that we give in Sec. 4. Also in view of Sec. 4, we have to prove the lower bound
for a slightly generalized Hamiltonian in which the energy of the lowest eigenfunction of the Laplacian is
shifted by λ ≥ 0.
The proof of the asymptotics of the 1-pdm γN of an approximate minimizer of the Gibbs free energy functional
is based on the novel use of the Gibbs variational principle mentioned above and has two main ingredients.
The first ingredient is an estimate showing that γN is, when projected to high momentum modes, given by
the 1-pdm of the ideal gas to leading order. This part of the proof is motivated by a similar proof in [5] and
is based on certain lower bounds for the bosonic relative entropy (the difference between two free energies)
quantifying its coercivity. One main novelty in this part of our proof is a new lower bound for the bosonic
relative entropy that allows us to simplify this part substantially w.r.t. the related part in [5]. In particular, it
allows one to obtain better rates for the trace norm convergence of the relevant 1-pdm for given bounds on the
relative entropy. In order to show the same statement for γN projected to the low momentum modes, which is
the second main ingredient of our proof, we apply a Griffith argument. Such kind of arguments are based on
the fact that differentiation of the free energy w.r.t. a parameter in the Hamiltonian yields the quantity one is
interested in. In our case the parameter is the shift of the lowest eigenvalue of the Laplacian and the quantity
of interest is the expected number of particles in the constant function, that is, in the condensate.
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2. Proof of the upper bound
2.1. The variational ansatz
As trial state for the upper bound we choose the canonical Gibbs state of the ideal Bose gas on the torus and
add a correlation structure. This is motivated by the following three observations: Firstly, the condensate
wave function of the ideal gas on Λ is given by |Λ|−1/2. If we turn on a repulsive interaction this is not going
to change. Secondly, the free energy of the ideal gas is for β ∼ βc much larger than the interaction energy
given the second term on the right-hand side of (1.11). This tells us that an approach based on first order
perturbation theory should lead to the correct interaction energy. Finally, since v may contain a hard core
repulsion and because the scaled pair interaction vN becomes very singular for large N, we need to assure that
the probability of finding two particle close together is reduced compared to the ideal gas. This is achieved
with the correlation structure in the spirit of [11]. In particular, it allows us to obtain the correct leading order
of the interaction energy which is proportional to the scattering length. The idea to use a correlation structure
in order to obtain the dependence of the energy of a dilute Bose gas on the scattering length has for the first
time been used in [6] in the homogeneous case and in [19] in the inhomogeneous case.
Let H0
N
denote the Hamiltonian HN (1.1) for v = 0. The canonical Gibbs state of the ideal Bose gas on the
torus Λ is given by
ΓGN,0 =
e−βHN,0
Tr e−βHN,0
. (2.1)
As correlation structure we choose the Jastrow-like function [11]
F(x1, . . . , xN) =
∏
1≤i< j≤N
fb(d(xi, x j)) with fb(r) =
 f0(r)/ f0(b) for r < b1 for r ≥ b, (2.2)
where b > 0 is a parameter to be determined and f0(|x|) is the unique solution of the zero-energy scattering
equation
−∆ f (x) + 12vN(x) f (x) = 0 with lim|x|→∞ f (x) = 1, (2.3)
see also [18, Appendix C]. We expand the canonical Gibbs state as ΓG
N,0 =
∑∞
α=1 λα|Ψα〉〈Ψα|, where the
functions Ψα are chosen as symmetrized products of real eigenfunctions of the Laplacian on Λ. The final trial
state with correlation structure is defined by
Γ˜GN,0 =
∞∑
α=1
λα|Φα〉〈Φα| with Φα =
FΨα
‖FΨα‖
(2.4)
and its free energy equals
F
(˜
ΓGN,0
)
= Tr
[
HN Γ˜
G
N,0
]
− TS
(
Γ˜GN,0
)
. (2.5)
The remainder of this section is devoted to finding an appropriate upper bound for F (˜ΓG
N,0). We start with the
computation of the energy.
2.2. The energy
We use the definition of our trial state (2.4) and write
Tr
[
HN Γ˜
G
N,0
]
=
∞∑
α=1
λα
〈FΨα,HNFΨα〉
〈FΨα, FΨα〉
. (2.6)
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Bearing in mind that all eigenfunctions Ψα of HN,0 are chosen to be real-valued, we integrate by parts once to
rewrite the kinetic energy of the i-th particle as
−
∫
ΛN
FΨα∇2i FΨαdX = −
∫
ΛN
[
F2
(
Ψα∇2iΨα
)
− Ψ2α (∇iF)2
]
dX , (2.7)
where dX is short for d(x1, . . . , xN). For the energy of a single function Ψα this implies〈
FΨα,
 N∑
i=1
−∆i +
∑
1≤i< j≤N
vN(d(xi, x j))
 FΨα
〉
= (2.8)
∫
ΛN

F2Ψα
 N∑
i=1
−∆i
Ψα︸         ︷︷         ︸
=EαΨα
+
 N∑
i=1
(∇iF)2 +
∑
1≤i< j≤N
vN(d(xi, x j))F
2
Ψ2α

dX,
where Eα denotes its energy w.r.t. H0N , and the whole energy can be written as
Tr
[
HN Γ˜
G
N,0
]
= Tr
[
HN,0Γ
G
N,0
]
+
∞∑
α=1
λα
∫
ΛN
Ψ2α
[∑N
i=1(∇iF)2 +
∑
1≤i< j≤N vN(d(xi, x j))F2
]
dX
‖FΨα‖2
. (2.9)
The following Lemma provides a lower bound for the norm of FΨα, and thereby an upper bound on the
second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (2.9), as long as (4π/3)|Λ|̺2aNb2 < 1.
Lemma 2.1. The L2(ΛN)-norm of Fψα can be bounded from below as
‖FΨα‖2 ≥ 1 −
4π
3
|Λ|̺2aNb2. (2.10)
Proof. Spelled out in more detail, the norm of FΨα reads
‖FΨα‖2 =
∫
ΛN
|Ψα|2
∏
1≤i< j≤N
fb(d(xi, x j))
2dX. (2.11)
We define ηb(r) = 1 − fb(r)2 and estimate
‖FΨα‖2 ≥
∫
ΛN
|Ψα|2
1 − ∑
1≤i< j≤N
ηb(d(xi, x j))
 dX (2.12)
= 1 −
∫
Λ×Λ
ηb(d(x, y))̺
(2)
Ψα
(x, y)d(x, y),
where ̺(2)
Ψα
(x, y) denotes the two-particle density of Ψα. Next, we use the fact that the Ψα are symmetrized
products of one-particle orbitals to conclude that
̺
(2)
Ψα
(x, y) ≤ ̺Ψα(x)̺Ψα (y) (2.13)
holds. Here ̺Ψα is the one-particle density of Ψα. Since the density of each Ψα is a constant, we have ̺Ψα = ̺.
This allows us to bound the integral on the right-hand side of Eq. (2.12) in the following way:∫
Λ×Λ
ηb(d(x, y))̺
(2)
Ψα
(x, y)d(x, y) ≤ |Λ|̺2
∫
R3
ηb(|x|)dx ≤
4π
3
|Λ|̺2aNb2. (2.14)
To obtain the bound for the integral of ηb, we used its explicit form and the lower bound f0(|x|) ≥ [1 − aN/|x|]+,
see [18, Appendix C]. In combination with (2.12), this proves the claim. 
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Next we analyze the numerator of the second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (2.9). We compute
∇iF(x1, . . . , xN) =
N∑
l=1
l,i
F(x1, . . . , xN)
fb(d(xl, xi))
∇ fb(d(xl, xi)). (2.15)
The square of this expression is given by
(∇iF)2 =
N∑
l=1
l,i
F2
fb(d(xl, xi))2
[∇ fb(d(xl, xi))]2 (2.16)
+
N∑
k,l=1
l,k,i
k,l
F2
fb(d(xl, xi)) fb(d(xk, xi))
∇ fb(d(xl, xi))∇ fb(d(xk, xi)).
These terms need to be inserted into the numerator of the second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (2.9)
and we start with the first term on the right-hand side of the above equation. Introducing the function ξ(x) =[∇ fb(|x|)]2 + 12vN(|x|) fb(|x|)2 and noting that 0 ≤ fb ≤ 1 as well as ∑∞α=1 λα̺(2)Ψα(x, y) = ̺(2)ΓG
N,0
(x, y), we obtain
∞∑
α=1
λα
∑
1≤i< j≤N
∫
ΛN
{
2F2
fb(d(xi, x j))2
[
∇ fb(d(xi, x j))
]2
+ vN(d(xi, x j))F
2
}
Ψ2αdX (2.17)
≤ 2
∫
Λ2
ξ(x − y)̺(2)
ΓG
N,0
(x, y)d(x, y).
The off-diagonal terms in Eq. (2.16) can be bounded from above in a similar way by
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∫
Λ3
̺
(3)
ΓG
N,0
(x, y, z)|∇ fb(d(x, y))∇ fb(d(z, y))|d(x, y, z). (2.18)
Combining these two bounds with (2.9) and (2.10), we obtain
Tr
[
HN Γ˜
G
N,0
]
≤ Tr
[
HNΓ
G
N,0
]
+
A
1 − 4π3 |Λ|̺2aNb2
(2.19)
as an upper bound for the energy, where
A = 2
∫
Λ2
ξ(x − y)̺(2)
ΓG
N,0
(x, y)d(x, y) + 6
∫
Λ3
|∇ fb(d(x, y))∇ fb(d(z, y))| ̺(3)
ΓG
N,0
(x, y, z)d(x, y, z). (2.20)
To derive this bound we had to assume that (4π/3)|Λ|̺2aNb2 < 1.
Let us denote by a∗p and ap the usual creation and annihilation operators of a plane wave state ϕp(x) =
|Λ|−1/2eipx in Λ for p ∈ 2π
L
Z
3. Also let np = a∗pap be the related occupation number operator. To bound
the first term on the right-hand side of (2.20), we use that ΓG
N,0 has a fixed number of particles, and hence∑
p∈ 2π
L
Z3 np can always be replaced by N when acting on Γ
G
N,0. This implies∑
p,q∈ 2π
L
Z3
〈npnq〉ΓG
N,0
=
∑
p,q∈ 2π
L
Z3
〈np〉ΓG
N,0
〈nq〉ΓG
N,0
. (2.21)
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When we use that all eigenfunctions ϕp of −∆ are in absolute value equal to |Λ|−1/2 (they are plane waves),
we come to the second line in the following inequality:
̺
(2)
ΓG
N,0
(x, y) =
∑
p1,p2
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣12 ∑
σ∈S 2
ϕσ(p1)(x)ϕσ(p2)(y)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2 〈
a∗p1a
∗
p2
ap2ap1
〉
ΓG
N,0
(2.22)
≤ |Λ|
−2
2
2∑
p,q
〈npnq〉ΓG
N,0
+
∑
p
〈np(np − 1)〉ΓG
N,0

≤ |Λ|
−2
2
2∑
p,q
〈npnq〉ΓG
N,0
−
∑
p
〈n2p〉ΓG
N,0

≤ |Λ|
−2
2
[
2N2 − 〈n20〉ΓG
N,0
]
.
By S 2 we denote the group of permutations of two elements. To arrive at the third line, we simply estimated
np(np − 1) ≤ n2p and to come to the last line we used (2.21) and∑
p
〈n2p〉ΓG
N,0
≥ 〈n20〉ΓG
N,0
≥ 〈n0〉2ΓG
N,0
. (2.23)
Since ΓG
N,0 is the Gibbs state of the ideal gas we have |Λ|−1〈n0〉ΓGN,0 = ̺0(β,N, L) by definition.
The second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (2.20) can be treated with a rough bound that we derive now.
An application of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality tells us that
̺
(3)
ΓG
N,0
(x, y, z) =
∑
p1,p2,p3
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣16
∑
σ∈S 3
ϕσ(p1)(x)ϕσ(p2)(y)ϕσ(p3)(z)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2 〈
a∗p1a
∗
p2
a∗p3ap3ap2ap1
〉
ΓG
N,0
≤ |Λ|−3
∑
p1,p2,p3
〈
a∗p1a
∗
p2
a∗p3ap3ap2ap1
〉
ΓG
N,0
(2.24)
≤ ̺3,
where S 3 denotes the group of permutations of three elements. We insert this bound into the second term on
the right-hand side of Eq. (2.20) and obtain∫
Λ3
|∇ fb(d(x, y))∇ fb(d(z, y))| ̺(3)
ΓG
N,0
(x, y, z)d(x, y, z) ≤ ̺3|Λ|
(∫
R3
|∇ fb(|x|)| dx
)2
. (2.25)
An explicit computation together with the bound f0(|x|) ≥ [1 − aN/|x|]+, see [18, Appendix C] shows for
aN < bη with 0 < η < 1 that
∫
R3
|∇ fb(|x|)| dx . aNb. We combine this with Eqs. (2.19), (2.20) and (2.22), and
use
∫
Λ
ξ(x) dx ≤ 4πaN/(1 − aN/b), see again [18, Appendix C], to finally obtain
Tr
[
HN Γ˜
G
N,0
]
≤ Tr
[
HNΓ
G
N,0
]
+
A˜
1 − 4π3 |Λ|̺2aNb2
(2.26)
with
A˜ =
4πaN |Λ|
[
2̺2 − ̺0(β,N, L)2
]
1 − aN
b
+ const. |Λ|(aNb)2̺3. (2.27)
For the derivation of this result, we assumed (4π/3)|Λ|̺2aNb2 < 1 and aN < bη with 0 < η < 1. In the next
step we will estimate the entropy of the state Γ˜G
N,0 in terms of the entropy of Γ
G
N,0 and compute the final upper
bound.
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2.3. The entropy and the final upper bound
To relate the entropy of the state Γ˜G
N,0 to the one of Γ
G
N,0, we use [24, Lemma 2] which we spell out here for
the sake of completeness.
Lemma 2.2. Let Γ be a density matrix on some Hilbert space, with eigenvalues λα ≥ 0. Additionally, let
{Pα}∞α=1 be a family of one-dimensional orthogonal projections (for which PαPα′ = δα,α′Pα need not necessar-
ily be true) and define Γˆ =
∑∞
α=1 λαPα. Then
S (Γˆ) ≥ S (Γ) − ln
(∥∥∥∑∞
α=1 Pα
∥∥∥) . (2.28)
Since 0 ≤ F ≤ 1 we have ∞∑
α=1
|FΨα〉〈FΨα|
‖FΨα‖2
≤
(
sup
α≥1
‖FΨα‖−2
)
. (2.29)
Eq. (2.29) together with Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 shows that
−TS
(
Γ˜GN,0
)
≤ −TS
(
ΓGN,0
)
+ O
(
β−1|Λ|̺2aNb2
)
(2.30)
holds as long as (4π/3)|Λ|̺2aNb2 < 1.
Having the bound for the entropy at hand, we compute the free energy. With Eqs. (2.5), (2.26), (2.27) and
(2.30) we find
Tr
[
HN Γ˜
G
N,0
]
− TS
(
Γ˜GN,0
)
≤F0(β,N, L) + |Λ|4πaN
[
2̺2 − ̺0(β,N, L)2
]
+ O
(
|Λ|̺2a2Nb−1
)
(2.31)
+ O
(
|Λ|(aNb)2̺3
)
+ O
(
|Λ|T̺2aNb2
)
.
To obtain the result we assumed 4π3 |Λ|̺2aNb2 < 1 and aN < bη with 0 < η < 1. Optimization yields
b = (aN/(aN̺ + β−1))1/3 and the bound
F(β, ̺, L) ≤ F0(β,N, L) + |Λ|4πaN
(
2̺2 − ̺0(β,N, L)2
) 1 + O (aN̺1/3) + O

(
aN̺
1/3
)2/3
(
β̺2/3
)1/3

 . (2.32)
We note that this bound is uniform in the parameter space β̺2/3 & 1. When we use aN . LN−1, (2.32) implies
F(β,N, L) ≤ F0(β,N, L) + |Λ|4πaN
(
2̺2 − ̺0(β,N, L)2
) (
1 + O
(
N−2/3
)
+ O
(
N−4/9
(
β̺2/3
)−1/3))
. (2.33)
This completes the proof of the upper bound.
3. Proof of the lower bound
The proof of the lower bound proceeds along the same lines as the proof of the lower bound for the free
energy in the thermodynamic limit [25]. One crucial ingredient in this work is a c-number substitution for
momentum modes smaller than some cutoff which allows one to include a condensate. From a technical
point of view, the proof in [25] is written in terms of the interacting Gibbs state of the system and uses the
Berezin-Lieb inequality. The main difference between our setting and the one in [25] is that we also want to
make a statement about the 1-pdm of approximate minimizers of the Gibbs free energy functional. To that
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end, we develop an alternative approach that is based on the Gibbs variational principle and goes hand in hand
with the c-number substitution and therefore also with the approach in [25]. To prove the statement about the
1-pdm of approximate minimizers of the Gibbs free energy functional, it will be necessary to prove the lower
bound for the free energy related to the more general Hamiltonian
HλN = HN + λ
N∑
i=1
|Φ〉〈Φ|i, (3.1)
where Φ(x) = |Λ|−1/2 and the index i indicates that the projection acts on the i-th particle. By adding this term
we shift the energy of the lowest eigenvalue of −∆ by λ. In the following, we will assume that λ ∈ [0, (2π/L)2η]
for some 0 < η < 1.
3.1. Reduction to integrable potential
In the proof of the lower bound we will make use of Fock spaces and, in particular, it will be required that the
interaction potential has finite Fourier coefficients. As in [25, Section 2.1] we are therefore going to replace
the potential v by an integrable potential. This is achieved with the following lemma whose proof can be
found in [25, Sec. 2.1].
Lemma 3.1. Let v : R+ 7→ R+ ∪ {+∞} have a finite scattering length av. For any ǫ > 0 and any ϕ > 0, there
exists a function v˜ with 0 ≤ v˜(r) ≤ v(r) for all r, such that
∫ ∞
0
v˜(r)r2 dr ≤ 2ϕ, and such that the scattering
length a˜ of v˜ satisfies
a˜ ≥ av
(
1 −
√
av/ϕ
)
(1 − ǫ). (3.2)
Since 0 ≤ v˜(r) ≤ v(r) for all r, we can replace v by v˜ in the Hamiltonian Hλ
N
for a lower bound. The
Hamiltonian we obtain by this procedure will be denoted by H˜λ
N
. We also define a˜N to be the scattering length
of the scaled potential v˜N .
3.2. Fock space
In the proof of the lower bound it is convenient to give up the restriction on the number of particles and to work
in Fock space instead of inHN . In this section we introduce the necessary notation for this analysis. By µ(λ)
we denote the chemical potential of the ideal Bose gas related to the one-particle Hamiltonian −∆ + λ|Φ〉〈Φ|,
leading to an expected number of N particles, and we define µ0 = µ(0). Let F be the Fock space over L2(Λ).
We define the Hamiltonian Hλ on F by
H
λ = Tλ + V, (3.3)
where the kinetic and the potential energy operators are given by
T
λ =
∑
p
(p2 − µ(λ) + λδp,0)a∗pap, and V =
1
2|Λ|
∑
p,k,ℓ
v̂N(p)a
∗
k+pa
∗
ℓ−pakaℓ, (3.4)
respectively. Here δp,0 denotes the Kronecker delta. The Fourier coefficients of v˜N(|x|) = (L−1N)2v˜(N|x|/L) are
denoted by v̂N(p) =
∫
Λ
v˜N(|x|)e−ipx dx. Under the assumption R0 < N/2, they are given in terms of the Fourier
coefficients v̂ of v˜ by v̂N(p) = LN−1̂v(Lp/N). By construction, the Fourier coefficients of v̂N are bounded in
absolute value by |̂vN(p)| ≤ v̂N(0) ≤ 8πϕLN−1, where ϕ has been introduced in the previous section. In the
following we will denote the grand canonical kinetic energy operator for λ = 0 by T and similarly for the full
Hamiltonian.
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3.3. Coherent states and the Gibbs variational principle
In this section we introduce a formalism that allows us to apply a c-number substitution while still keeping
information on a given state Γ whose free energy we want to investigate. We start by introducing notation for
the c-number substitution. Let us pick some pc > 0 and decompose the Fock space as F  F< ⊗F>, where
F< and F> denote the Fock spaces of the momentum modes with |p| < pc and |p| ≥ pc, respectively. The
trace over F< will be denoted by Tr< and similarly for F>. To keep the notation simple and because we do
not expect it to cause confusion, we will denote the traces over F andHN by the same symbol Tr. By M we
denote the number of momenta p ∈ 2π
L
Z
3 with |p| < pc. For a vector z ∈ CM we introduce the coherent state
|z〉 ∈ F< by
|z〉 = exp
 ∑
|p|<pc
zpa
∗
p − zpap
 |vac〉 ≡ U(z)|vac〉, (3.5)
where |vac〉 denotes the vacuum in F<. Coherent states of this kind form an overcomplete basis with∫
CM
|z〉〈z| dz = 1F< . Here dz =
∏M
|p|<pc dzp with zp = xp + iyp and dzp =
dxp dyp
π
. For every state Γ on
the Fock space F , we define the operator Γ˜z acting on F> by Γ˜z = 〈z, Γz〉 = Tr< |z〉〈z| Γ. Additionally, we
denote
ζΓ(z) = Tr>[˜Γz]. (3.6)
Since Γ is a state, ζΓ(z) dz is a probability measure on CM . The entropy of the classical distribution ζΓ is
defined by
S (ζΓ) = −
∫
CM
ln (ζΓ(z)) ζΓ(z) dz. (3.7)
On the level of the Hamiltonian, we will need the lower symbol of Hλ which is defined by Hλs ≔ 〈z,Hλz〉. It
is an operator-valued function from CM into the unbounded operators on F>. Since ap|z〉 = zp|z〉, the lower
symbol can be obtain from Hλ by simply replacing ap by zp and a∗p by zp for all |p| < pc. ByHλ,s(z) we denote
the upper symbol of the Hamiltonian Hλ which is defined by the identity
H
λ =
∫
CM
H
λ,s(z) |z〉〈z| dz. (3.8)
To compute it, one has to replace |zp|2 by |zp|2 − 1 in the lower symbol and similarly with other polynomials
in zp, see [20].
The following Lemma shows that the entropy of a state Γ can be bounded from above in terms of the expec-
tation of the entropies of the states Γz = Γ˜z/Tr> Γ˜z w.r.t. the probability measure ζΓ(z) dz, plus one additional
term that quantifies the entropy of the classical distribution ζΓ(z).
Lemma 3.2. Let Γ be a state on F . The entropy of Γ is bounded in the following way:
S (Γ) ≤
∫
CM
S (Γz) ζΓ(z) dz + S (ζΓ). (3.9)
Proof. We write the first term on the right-hand side of (3.9) as∫
CM
S (Γz) ζΓ(z) dz =
∫
CM
S (˜Γz) dz +
∫
CM
(
Tr> Γ˜z
)
ln
(
Tr> Γ˜z
)
dz. (3.10)
To prove the result, we need to show that ∫
CM
S (˜Γz) dz ≥ S (Γ) (3.11)
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holds. To that end, we expand Γ =
∑∞
α=1 λα|Ψα〉〈Ψα| which implies Γ˜z =
∑∞
α=1 λα|Ψzα〉〈Ψzα|. In the second
equality we denoted Ψzα = 〈z,Ψα〉. Since
∫
CM
〈Ψzα,Ψzα〉 dz = 1, which follows from
∫
CM
|z〉〈z| dz = 1F< ,
Eq. (3.11) is equivalent to
−
∫
CM
∞∑
α=1
λα〈Ψzα, ln(˜Γzλ−1α )Ψzα〉 dz ≥ 0. (3.12)
We apply Jensen’s inequality to show that ‖Ψzα‖−2〈Ψzα, ln(˜Γzλ−1α )Ψzα〉 ≤ ln(‖Ψzα‖−2〈Ψzα, Γ˜zλ−1α Ψzα〉). Hence, the
left-hand side of (3.12) is bounded from below by
−
∫
CM
∞∑
α=1
λα‖Ψzα‖2 ln
(
‖Ψzα‖−2〈Ψzα, Γ˜zλ−1α Ψzα〉
)
dz. (3.13)
The measure λα‖Ψzα‖2 dz is a probability measure with respect to summation over α ∈ N and integration over
C
M in z. Another application of Jensen’s inequality therefore tells us that
−
∫
CM
∞∑
α=1
λα‖Ψzα‖2 ln
(
‖Ψzα‖−2〈Ψzα, Γ˜zλ−1α Ψzα〉
)
dz ≥ − ln
∫
CM
∞∑
α=1
〈Ψzα, Γ˜zΨzα〉 dz
 (3.14)
= − ln
(∫
CM
Tr> Γ˜z dz
)
= 0.
To come to the last line, we used
∑∞
α=1 |Ψzα〉〈Ψzα| = 1F> . This proves the claim. 
With the definitions from above and Lemma 3.2, we can derive a lower bound for the Gibbs free energy
functional. Let Γ be a state onHN ⊂ F . Eq. (3.8) allows us to write the expectation of the energy as
Tr
[
HλNΓ
]
= µ(λ)N +
∫
CM
Tr
[
H
λ,s(z) |z〉〈z| Γ
]
dz = µ(λ)N +
∫
CM
Tr>
[
H
λ,s(z)Γz
]
ζΓ(z) dz. (3.15)
In combination with Lemma 3.2, this implies
Tr
[
HλNΓ
]
− 1
β
S (Γ) ≥ µ(λ)N +
∫
CM
{
Tr>
[
H
λ,s(z)Γz
]
− 1
β
S (Γz)
}
ζΓ(z) dz − 1βS (ζΓ). (3.16)
Although the upper symbol naturally appears in the above inequality, it is more convenient to work with the
lower symbol instead. Let Ns = |z|2 +
∑
|p|≥pc a
∗
pap denote the lower symbol of the particle number operator.
The difference between the upper and the lower symbol ∆Hλ(z) = Hλs (z) − Hλ,s(z) can be written as
∆Hλ(z) =
∑
|p|<pc
(
p2 + δp,0λ − µ(λ)
)
+
1
2|Λ|
[̂
vN(0)
(
2MNs(z) − M2
)
(3.17)
+ 2
∑
|ℓ|<pc ,|k|≥pc
v̂N(ℓ − k)a∗kak +
∑
|ℓ|,|k|<pc
v̂N(ℓ − k)
(
2|zk |2 − 1
) ]
.
The bound |̂vN | ≤ 8πϕLN−1 therefore implies
∆Hλ(z) ≤ M
(
p2c − µ(λ)
)
+ λ +
16πϕL
|Λ|N MNs(z) (3.18)
as well as ∫
CM
Tr
[
∆Hλ(z)Γz
]
ζΓ(z) dz ≤ M(p2c − µ(λ)) + λ +
16πϕL
|Λ|N M (M + N) ≡ Z
(1). (3.19)
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To obtain the second bound, we used that
∫
CM
Tr>[Ns(z)Γz]ζΓ(z) dz = N + M. Eq. (3.19) allows us to replace
the upper by the lower symbol in (3.16) in a controlled way. Before we state the final result, let us introduce
the state Υz on F by
Υz = |z〉〈z| ⊗ Γz. (3.20)
We have Tr[Hs(z)Γz] = Tr[HΥz] and S (Γz) = S (Υz). Putting (3.16) and (3.19) together, we have thus shown
that
Tr
[
HλNΓ
]
− 1
β
S (Γ) ≥ µ(λ)N +
∫
CM
{
Tr
[
H
λΥz
]
− 1
β
S
(
Υz
)}
ζΓ(z) dz − 1βS (ζΓ) − Z(1). (3.21)
We will later choose the parameters pc and ϕ such that Z(1) ≪ |Λ|aN̺2. Eq. (3.21) is the formula we were
looking for. It should be compared to (2.3.9) and (2.3.10) in [25], in which a version of the grand canonical
Gibbs state of the interacting system appears. In contrast to that, (3.21) allows to use the c-number substitution
while still working with a given state Γ. The Gibbs variational principle applied to TrHλΥz − 1
β
S (Υz) will
later allow us to obtain information on an approximate minimizer of the Gibbs free energy functional (1.5),
see Sec. 4.
Remark 3.1. In [25] the additional term
K = 4π˜a
C
|Λ| (N − N)
2 (3.22)
is added to the second quantized Hamiltonian before relaxing the restriction on the particle number. Like this
one obtains a strong control on the expected number of particles in the system. We do not need this term in
our approach because the information that the state Γ has exactly N particles is still encoded in the Fock space
formalism through the state Γz and the measure ζΓ(z) dz.
In the remaining part of this section we will go through the proof in [25], mention changes due to our approach
and collect the necessary results. The following sections will be named like the ones in [25].
3.4. Relative entropy and a-priori bounds
In this section we derive an a-priori bound for states Γ whose free energy is small in an appropriate sense.
This bound is the only information we are going to need about the state to prove the lower bound.
For two general states Γ and Γ′ on Fock space we denote by
S (Γ, Γ′) = Tr
[
Γ
(
ln (Γ) − ln (Γ′))] (3.23)
the relative entropy of Γ with respect to Γ′. It is a nonnegative functional that equals zero if and only if Γ = Γ′.
Let Γ0 be the Gibbs state corresponding to Ts(z) at inverse temperature β on F>, which is independent of
z. We emphasize that Ts(z) is the grand canonical kinetic energy operator with λ = 0. Since the interaction
potential v˜N and λ are nonnegative, we have
Tr
[
H
λΥz
]
− 1
β
S
(
Υz
) ≥ Tr [TΥz] − 1
β
S
(
Υz
) ≥ − 1
β
ln Tr>
[
e−βTs(z)
]
+ 1
β
S
(
Γz, Γ
0
)
. (3.24)
Let us integrate both sides of the above equation with ζΓ(z) dz over CM. The first term on the right-hand side
equals
− 1
β
∫
CM
ln Tr>
[
e−βTs(z)
]
ζΓ(z) dz =
∑
|p|<pc
∫
CM
(
p2 − µ0
)
|zp|2ζΓ(z) dz + 1β
∑
|p|≥pc
ln
(
1 − e−β(p2−µ0)
)
. (3.25)
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The chemical potential µ0 is negative because the lowest eigenvalue of −∆ equals zero. From the Gibbs
variational principle we know that
∑
|p|<pc
∫
CM
(
p2 − µ0
)
|zp|2ζΓ(z) dz − 1βS (ζΓ) ≥ − 1β ln
∫
CM
exp
−β ∑
|p|<pc
(
p2 − µ0
)
|zp|2
 dz
 (3.26)
= 1
β
∑
|p|<pc
ln
(
β
(
p2 − µ0
))
≥ 1
β
∑
|p|<pc
ln
(
1 − e−β(p2−µ0)
)
.
To come to the last line we used the inequality x ≥ 1 − e−x. Eqs. (3.24)–(3.26) therefore imply∫
CM
{
Tr
[
H
λΥz
]
− 1
β
S
(
Υz
)}
ζΓ(z) dz − 1βS (ζΓ) ≥ 1β
∑
p
ln
(
1 − e−β(p2−µ0)
)
+ 1
β
∫
CM
S
(
Γz, Γ
0
)
ζΓ(z) dz. (3.27)
Note that we have chosen µ0 such that the expected number of particles in the grand canonical system equals
N. Concerning the lower bound, it is sufficient to consider states Γ with free energy bounded from above by
Tr
[
HλNΓ
]
− 1
β
S (Γ) ≤ F0(β,N, L, λ) + |Λ|16πaN̺2. (3.28)
Here F0(β,N, L, λ) denotes the canonical free energy for the Hamiltonian HλN with v = 0. The actual lower
bound we are going to prove will be smaller than the right-hand side of (3.28), that is, the statement will
hold independently of this assumption. We use Lemma A.1 in the Appendix to obtain an upper bound for the
canonical free energy in Eq. (3.28) in terms of the grand canonical free energy, that is, (1.25) with µ0 replaced
by µ(λ) in the first term and p2 − µ0 replaced by p2 + δp,0λ − µ(λ) in the second term. Together with (3.21)
and (3.28), this implies∫
CM
S
(
Γz, Γ
0
)
ζΓ(z) dz ≤
∑
p
ln
(
1 − e−β(p2−µ(λ)+δp,0λ)
)
−
∑
p
ln
(
1 − e−β(p2−µ0)
)
(3.29)
+ β|Λ|16πβaN̺2 + βZ(1) + ln(N + 1) + 1.
To obtain an upper bound on the difference between the two grand canonical potentials in the first line, we
write ∑
p∈ 2πL Z3
ln
(
1 − e−β(p2−µ(λ)+δp,0λ)
)
≤
∑
|p|≥ 2πL
ln
(
1 − e−β(p2−µ(λ))
)
≤
∑
|p|≥ 2πL
ln
(
1 − e−β(p2−µ0)
)
. (3.30)
The second estimate follows from µ0 ≤ µ(λ) which is implied by the monotonicity of the map λ 7→ µ(λ). In
combination with (3.29) and
ln
(
1 − eβµ0
)
. ln
(
1
−βµ0
)
. ln(N), (3.31)
(3.30) proves ∫
CM
S
(
Γz, Γ
0
)
ζΓ(z) dz ≤ |Λ|16πβaN̺2 + βZ(1) + const. ln(N). (3.32)
This is the a-priori bound we were looking for. To compute the interaction energy, we will use (3.32) to
replace Γz by Γ0 in a controlled way. In other words, the lower bound represents a rigorous version of first
order perturbation theory.
Remark 3.2. The interacting free energy corresponding to Hλ
N
depends on λ only through the free energy
of the ideal gas to leading order. This is because the interaction energy depends, apart from |Λ|, aN and ̺
(which are independent of λ), only on the expected density of the condensate ̺0(β,N, L, λ). It can be checked,
however, that ̺0(β,N, L, λ) does not depend on λ to leading order if λ ∈ [0, (2π/L)2η] with 0 < η < 1. This
justifies the use of Γ0 in the computation of the interaction energy.
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We also derive a second a-priori bound. It is a simple estimate for the variance of the probability measure
ζΓ(z) dz which counts the number of particles in the Fock space with momenta smaller than or equal to pc and
reads ∫
CM
|z|2ζΓ(z) dz ≤ N + M. (3.33)
To prove (3.33) we use |z|2 ≤ Tr[Ns(z)Γz] and
∫
CM
Tr[Ns(z)Γz]ζΓ(z) dz = N + M.
3.5. Replacing vacuum
In order to prove the lower bound, we have to estimate the kinetic energy and the interaction energy of states
of the form Υz = U(z)|vac〉〈vac|U(z)∗ ⊗ Γz with U(z) defined in (3.5), and where Γz obeys the a-priori bound
(3.32). We find it necessary for this analysis to replace the vacuum in the formula for Υz by a more general
quasi-free state. This replacement, which we do in a controlled way in this section, is relevant for the analysis
in [25, Sec. 2.13].
We denote by Π a particle-number conserving quasi-free state on F<. It is fully determined by its 1-pdm
π =
∑
|p|<pc
πp|p〉〈p|. (3.34)
Here |p〉 denotes a plane wave state in L2(Λ) with momentum p. We also define P = ∑|p|<pc πp = tr π. Here
and in the following we denote by tr[·] the trace over the one-particle Hilbert spaceH . Finally, let us introduce
the state
Υzπ = U(z)ΠU(z)
∗ ⊗ Γz (3.35)
on F . In order to replace Υz by Υzπ in a controlled way, we have to estimate the effect of this replacement on
the kinetic and the potential energy. Our analysis follows the one in [25, Section 2.5] with the only difference
that we control the particle number with the measure ζΓ(z) dz and not with the help of the operator K, see
Remark 3.1. More concretely, we use the identity
∫
CM
Tr>[NsΓz]ζΓ(z) dz = N + M. When we go through the
analysis in [25, Section 2.5], we obtain∫
CM
Tr
[
V
(
Υzπ − Υz
)]
ζΓ(z) dz ≤ 8πϕL|Λ|N
(
P2 + 2P [N + M]
)
≡ Z(2). (3.36)
We also have to replace Υz by Υzπ in the kinetic energy which can be done with the identity
Tr
[
T
λΥz
]
= Tr
[
T
λΥzπ
]
−
∑
|p|<pc
(
p2 + δp,0λ − µ(λ)
)
πp. (3.37)
In combination with (3.21), we obtain
Tr
[
HλNΓ
]
− 1
β
S (Γ) ≥ µ(λ)N +
∫
CM
{
Tr
[(
T
λ + V
)
Υzπ
]
− 1
β
S (Υz)
}
ζΓ(z) dz − 1βS (ζΓ) (3.38)
−
∑
|p|<pc
(
p2 + δp,0λ − µ(λ)
)
πp − Z(1) − Z(2)
as a lower bound for the free energy of Γ.
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3.6. Dyson Lemma and Filling the Holes
The sections 2.6 (Dyson Lemma) and 2.7 (Filling the Holes) in [25] remain basically unchanged. To introduce
several quantities that are needed later and to mention the necessary changes due to the term λa∗0a0 in the
Hamiltonian, we collect the main result here. The Dyson Lemma [25, Lemma 2] is used to replace the
singular and short ranged potential v˜N by a softer potential with a longer range at the expense of a certain
amount of kinetic energy. To be precise, only the high momentum modes are used for the Dyson Lemma.
This is necessary because the low momentum modes are used to obtain the free energy of the ideal Bose gas.
The Dyson Lemma naturally leads to an effective interaction potential with a hole around zero. Because it
will be necessary for the computation of the interaction energy, this potential is replaced by a slightly different
one without a hole.
By R we denote the length scale of the effective potential from the Dyson Lemma satisfying 10R0L/N < R <
L/2. When this potential is replaced by a potential without a hole in the middle, one obtains a potential with
a slightly reduced scattering length
a′N = a˜N(1 − ǫ)(1 − κ)
(
1 − 18
(π/4)3
(4 − π) (R0L/N)
3
(R/10)3 − (R0L/N)3
1
j(1/10)
)
, (3.39)
with two parameters 0 < κ < 1 and ǫ > 0 that are related to the Dyson Lemma, see [25, Sec. 2.6]. The
definition of the function j is given by
j(t) = 12(t + 2)[1 − t]2+. (3.40)
We apply the Dyson Lemma and the analysis to replace the relevant potential by one without a hole in the
same way as in [25, Sec. 2.7] and compute the term λa∗0a0 separately. The final result of this analysis reads
Tr
[(
H
λ + V
)
Υzπ
]
− 1
β
S (Υz) ≥ − 1
β
ln Tr> e
−βTcs(z) + Tr
[
WΥzπ
]
+ 1
β
S
(
Γz, Γ
0,λ
c
)
(3.41)
+
∑
|p|<pc
[
(1 − κ + κ′)p2 + δp,0λ − µ(λ)
]
πp.
In the above equation Tcs(z) denotes the lower symbol of the operator
T
c =
∑
p
ǫ(p)a∗pap, where ǫ(p) = δp,0λ + κ
′p2 + (1 − κ)p2
(
1 − ν(sp)2
)
− µ(λ) (3.42)
and
κ′ = κ − 24˜aN
π2
(4R0L/N)2
R3
. (3.43)
We will later choose κ and R such that a˜N(R0L/N)2/R3 ≪ κ. This in particular implies κ′ > 0. The function
ν : R3 7→ R+ is chosen such that ν(p) = 0 for |p| ≤ 1, ν(p) = 1 for |p| ≥ 2, and 0 ≤ ν(p) ≤ 1 in-between. It is
used to implement the fact that only the high momentum modes are used in the Dyson Lemma. The parameter
s obeys s ≥ R and will later be chosen such that s ≫ R. We will also choose κ ≪ 1. In combination with
λ ≤ (2π/L)2η with 0 < η < 1, this implies ǫ(p) > 0 for all p. The effective interaction potentialW will not be
specified here because we will use the same estimate for Tr
[
WΥzπ
]
as in [25]. Its definition can be found in
[25, Sec. 2.7]. Note that, compared to [25, (2.7.15)], we have the additional term β−1S (Γz, Γ0,λc ) in our lower
bound (3.41). Here Γ0,λc denotes the grand canonical Gibbs state for the kinetic energy operator T
c
s(z) which
is independent of z and depends on λ only through the chemical potential µ(λ). The additional term is not
important for the lower bound (it is positive and could be dropped), but it will be important for the proof of
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the asymptotics of the 1-pdm of approximate minimizers of the Gibbs free energy functional in Sec. 4. When
we insert the above result into (3.38) and argue as in (3.25) and (3.26), we find
Tr
[
HλNΓ
]
− 1
β
S (Γ) ≥ µ(λ)N + 1
β
∑
p
ln
(
1 − e−βǫ(p)
)
+
∫
CM
Tr
[
WΥzπ
]
ζΓ(z) dz (3.44)
+ 1
β
∫
CM
S
(
Γz, Γ
0,λ
c
)
ζΓ(z) dz − (κ − κ′)
∑
|p|<pc
p2πp − Z(1) − Z(2).
From the first two terms on the right-hand side of (3.44), we will obtain the free energy of the ideal gas.
3.7. Localization of Relative Entropy
In this section we introduce notation that will be important for the following. The main result from the related
section in [25] will not be stated since we will not explicitly need it. It is used only in parts of the proof in
[25] that we do not have to adjust.
Define the quasi free state Ωπ = Π ⊗ Γ0 via its 1-pdm
ωπ =
∑
p
1
eℓ(p) − 1 |p〉〈p| (3.45)
with ℓ(p) = β(p2 − µ0) for |p| ≥ pc and ℓ(p) = ln(1 + π−1p ) for |p| < pc. Let η ∈ C∞([0,∞),R) with η(0) = 1,
η(r) = 0 for r ≥ 1 and ηˆ(p) =
∫
η(|x|)eipx dx ≥ 0. For 0 < b ≤ L/2 let ηb(r) = η(r/b). We also define the
quasi-free state Ωb via its 1-pdm ωb which is given by
ωb(x, y) = ωπ(x, y)ηb(d(x, y)). (3.46)
The densities of the states Ωπ and Ωb then fulfill
̺ω ≔ ωπ(x, x) = ωb(x, x) (3.47)
because ηb(0) = 1. Finally, let Ω
z
b
= U(z)ΩbU(z)∗.
3.8. Interaction Energy Part 1 - 3
The expectation of the effective potential W in the state Υzπ is estimated as in [25, Secs. 2.9–2.11]. The result
of the analysis in these sections is the following lower bound:∫
CM
Tr
[
WΥzπ
]
ζΓ(z) dz ≥ 4πa′N |Λ|
∫
CM
min
{
2̺2, ̺2z + 2̺z (γb + ̺ω) + γ
2
b + ̺
2
ω
}
ζΓ(z) dz (3.48)
+
24˜aN
R3
{
a′
N
125˜aN
− 6
3cR
s
}∫
CM
Tr
[
N
(
Υzπ −Ωzb
)]
ζΓ(z) dz
− const. aN
R6
(
b3|Λ|
)1/2 (∫
CM
S (Υzπ,Ω
z
b
)ζΓ(z) dz
)1/2
− const. |Λ|aN̺
R2s
∫ ∞
b/s
r6|m(r)| dr − const. aN |Λ|̺2
[(
R3̺
)1/3
+
R
s
+ Rpc
]
.
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The scattering length a′
N
has been defined in (3.39), m(r) is an explicitly given smooth function that vanishes
faster than any power for |r| → ∞, compare with [25, Sec. 2.10], and c > 0. Additionally,
γb =
1
4πR3
∫
Λ
ωb(x, 0) j(d(x, 0)/R) dx, (3.49)
where j is defined in (3.39). To obtain the result, we started with Eqs. [25, (2.11.19–21)] and the same choice
of the parameters ǫ and D as in [25]. We also applied Jensen’s inequality to the term proportional to the
relative entropy and used (3.33) to bound
∫
CM
̺z ζΓ(z) dz ≤ |Λ|−1(N + M) where ̺z = |z|2/|Λ| as well as
a′
N
≤ a˜N ≤ aN . We assumed that pc . ̺1/3, ̺ω . ̺ and R . s. The bound is valid for any choice of the
parameter 0 < b ≤ L/2 that has been introduced in the previous section. We will later choose b such that
bpc ≫ 1 and βb−2 ≪ 1.
3.9. A bound on the number of particles
The lower bound on the interaction energy contains a term of the form
24˜aN
R3
{
a′
N
125˜aN
− 6
3cR
s
}∫
CM
Tr
[
N
(
Υzπ −Ωzb
)]
ζΓ(z) dz. (3.50)
Recall that we will later choose R ≪ s, that is, the term Tr
[
N
(
Υzπ −Ωzb
)]
is multiplied by a positive constant.
In this section we will first rewrite the integral over the trace on the right-hand side of (3.50). This way it will
be apparent that the term in (3.50) can be combined with another error term that we will find in Sec. 3.11. This
term will be of the same form but it will be multiplied by a negative constant that is much smaller than the one
in the equation above. Accordingly, we only have to derive a lower bound for the integral on the right-hand
side of (3.50) to finally estimate the sum of these two terms.
Let us start by rewriting the integral on the right-hand side of (3.50). We note that Tr[NΩz
b
] = |z|2+Tr[NΩb] =
|z|2 + Tr[NΩπ] as well as Tr[NΥzπ] = |z|2 + Tr[NΥπ] and we denote by N> =
∑
|p|≥pc a
∗
pap the particle number
operator on the Fock space F>. Since Υπ = Π ⊗ Γz and Ωπ = Π ⊗ Γ0 we can write
Tr
[
N
(
Υzπ −Ωzb
)]
= Tr>
[
N
>
(
Γz − Γ0
)]
. (3.51)
We also know that
N + M =
∫
CM
Tr>
[
Ns(z)Γz
]
ζΓ(z) dz =
∫
CM
|z|2ζΓ(z) dz +
∫
CM
Tr>
[
N
>Γz
]
ζΓ(z) dz. (3.52)
In combination, Eqs. (3.51) and (3.52) imply∫
CM
Tr
[
N
(
Υzπ −Ωzb
)]
ζΓ(z) dz = N + M − Tr>
[
N
>Γ0
]
−
∫
CM
|z|2ζΓ(z) dz. (3.53)
This is the first result we were looking for.
Next, we will derive a lower bound for the right-hand side of (3.51). It implies a lower bound on the right-hand
side of (3.53) that will later allow us to estimate the relevant error term in Sec. 3.11. A bound of this kind
has been proved in [25, Sec. 2.12] in the case of the dilute Bose gas in the thermodynamic limit. In this limit
momentum space sums can be replaced by integrals because the relevant errors do not grow proportionally
to the volume and are therefore irrelevant. In the GP limit that we consider these error terms have to be
quantified, however. To that end, we have to adjust the estimates in Eqs. (2.12.9)–(2.12.12) in [25], which
will be done with the help of the following Lemma.
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Lemma 3.3. Let f : [0,∞) 7→ R be a nonnegative and monotone decreasing function and choose some κ ≥ 0.
Then ∑
p∈ 2π
L
Z3\{0}
f (|p|)1(|p| ≥ κ) ≤
(
L
2π
)3 ∫
|p|≥
[
κ−√3 2π
L
]
+
f (|p|)
(
1 +
3π
L|p| +
6π
L2p2
)
dp (3.54)
holds.
Proof. Assume first that κ −
√
32π
L
≤ 0. In this case we drop the characteristic function on the left-hand side
of (3.54) for an upper bound. Next, we write the sum over p as the sum over those p that are an element of
one of the coordinate planes plus a sum over all remaining p. To estimate the sum over all remaining p, we
interpret the sum as a lower Riemann sum and find that it is bounded from above by(
L
2π
)3 ∫
R3
f (|p|) dp. (3.55)
The sum over those p that are an element of the coordinate planes can be estimated similarly. Here we write
the whole sum as a sum over those p that are an element of one of the coordinate axes plus the sum over all
remaining p. The sum over the remaining p is estimated again by interpreting it as a lower Riemann sum. For
one such coordinate plane, we find ∑
p∈ 2π
L
Z2∩{pi,0 for i=1,2}
f (|p|) ≤
(
L
2π
)2 ∫
R2
f (|p|) dp. (3.56)
Because there are three coordinate planes, we have three such terms. It remains to estimate the sum over
those p that are an element of one of the coordinate axes of R3. Again by interpreting the sums over the three
coordinate axis as lower Riemann sums, we find that they are bounded from above by
6
L
2π
∫ ∞
0
f (|p|) dp. (3.57)
In order to write the two-dimensional integral from (3.56) in terms of a three-dimensional integral, we use(
L
2π
)2 ∫
R2
f (|p|) dp =
(
L
2π
)3 ∫
R3
f (|p|) π|p|L dp. (3.58)
A similar computation can be done for the term in Eq. (3.57). Putting these estimates together proves (3.54)
in this case. The bound in the case κ −
√
3 2π
L
> 0 can be obtained similarly. Here we only have to realize that
κ −
√
3 2π
L
is the radius of the largest ball such that the integral over its complement is an upper bound to the
relevant three-dimensional lower Riemann sum. This proves the claim. 
To adjust the analysis in [25] after (2.12.8), we have to find an upper bound for the sum∑
p∈ 2π
L
Z3
(|p| ≥ pc)
2(
βp2 − βµ0
)2 . (3.59)
An application of Lemma 3.3 tells us that it is bounded from above by
2
1 (pc = 0)
(βµ0)2
+
(
L
2π
)3 ∫
|p|≥
[
pc−
√
3 2π
L
]
+
2(
βp2 − βµ0
)2 (1 + 3πLp + 6πL2p2
)
dp. (3.60)
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A short computation shows that the expression in the above equation cannot be larger than
A ≔ 2
1 (pc = 0)
(βµ0)2
+ const.
L3
β3/2

1√
β
[
pc −
√
3 2π
L
]2
+
− βµ0
+
β
L2
 1
β
[
pc −
√
3 2π
L
]2
+
− βµ0

3/2
 . (3.61)
This bound replaces (2.12.12) in [25]. Using the above and (2.12.8) in [25], we conclude that
Tr>
[
N
>
(
Γz − Γ0
)]
≥ −A1/2S
(
Γz, Γ
0
)1/2
. (3.62)
holds.
If we combine (3.62) with (3.51) and (3.53) we obtain the bound
N − Tr
[
N
>Γ0
]
−
∫
CM
|z|2ζΓ(z) dz ≥ −M − (2A)1/2
∫
CM
S
(
Γz, Γ
0
)1/2
ζΓ(z) dz. (3.63)
An application of Jensen’s inequality and the a-priori bound (3.32) therefore imply
N − Tr
[
N
>Γ0
]
−
∫
CM
|z|2ζΓ(z) dz ≥ −M − const.
(
|Λ|βaN̺2 + βZ(1) + ln(N)
)1/2
A1/2. (3.64)
This is the bound we were looking for. It will later be used to bound the relevant error term in (3.48).
3.10. Relative Entropy, Effect of Cutoff
In this section we estimate the relative entropy S (Υzπ,Ω
z
b
) = S (Π ⊗ Γz,Ωb), which appears in the lower bound
(3.48) for the interaction energy, in terms of S (Π ⊗ Γz,Ωπ) = S (Γz, Γ0). Since we have an a-priori bound for
the integral w.r.t. ζΓ(z) dz over the latter expression at hand this will allow us to finalize the lower bound for
the interaction energy. Compared to [25], we have to adjust how the momentum space sum related to [25,
(2.13.21)] is estimated.
We are faced with estimating the term
2
∑
p∈ 2π
L
Z3
(
1 + β (|p| + |q|)2
)2
ωt(p)
(
1 + 2ωt(p)
)
. (3.65)
Here
ωt(p) =
1
eβ(p
2−µ0)−Dβtq2 − 1
(3.66)
with some parameters D, t and q that are specified in [25] and that are chosen such that β(p2−µ0)−Dβtq2 > 0
for all p ∈ 2π
L
Z
3. When we insert the estimate [25, (2.13.24)] for ωt into (3.65), we see that it is bounded from
above by a constant times
(
1 +
(
βq2
)2)
e−τ
∑
p∈ 2π
L
Z3
e−
1
2βp
2
(
1 +
(
βp2
)2) 1 +
 1
τ + 12βp
2
2
 , (3.67)
with
τ = −βµ0 + βp2c
(
1
8
− D
b2p2c
)
. (3.68)
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We will later choose pc and b such that bpc ≫ 1, and hence τ > 0. Next, we bound the summands in
(3.67) from above by a monotone function with the same behavior at zero and at infinity. Afterwards we use
Lemma 3.3 to see that (3.67) is bounded from above by a constant times
e−τ
(
1 +
(
βq2
)2) 1 + τ−2 + |Λ|
(
1 + τ−1/2 + βL−2τ−3/2
)
β3/2
 . (3.69)
This is the estimate for the term in (3.65) we intended to show. The remaining part of the analysis in [25] can
be done similarly. With the a-priori bound (3.32) and the estimate a˜N ≤ aN , we finally arrive at∫
CM
S
(
Υzπ,Ω
z
b
)
ζΓ(z) dz . βZ
(1) + ln(N) +
β2
τ2b4
+ |Λ|
aNβ̺2 + β1/2
(
τ−1/2 + βL−2τ−3/2
)
b4
 . (3.70)
To obtain the result, we used that βb−2 is small enough and that bpc is large enough.
3.11. Final lower bound
We have obtained all necessary estimates to complete the lower bound for the free energy of Γ. To that end,
we collect the estimates from the previous sections, that is, (3.44), (3.48), (3.53) and (3.70) and find
Tr
[
HλNΓ
]
− 1
β
S (Γ) ≥ µ(λ)N + 1
β
∑
p
ln
(
1 − e−βǫ(p)
)
− Z(1) − Z(2) − Z(3) (3.71)
+ 4πaN |Λ|
∫
CM
min
{
2̺2, ̺2z + 2̺z (γb + ̺ω) + ̺
2
ω + γ
2
b
}
ζΓ(z) dz
+ const.
a˜N
R3
(
N − Tr>
[
N
>Γ0
]
−
∫
CM
|z|2ζΓ(z) dz
)
+ 1
β
∫
CM
S
(
Γz, Γ
0,λ
c
)
ζΓ(z) dz,
with
Z(3) ≔ const. aN |Λ|
̺2
(R3̺)1/3 + Rs + Rpc + κ +
(
R0
R
)3
+
√
aNN
ϕL
 + ̺R2s
∫ ∞
b/s
r6|m(r)| dr
(3.72)
+
1
R6
b3aNβ̺2 + β1/2
(
τ−1/2 + βL−2τ−3/2
)
b

1/2
+ const.
aN
R6
(
b3|Λ|
)1/2 (
βZ(1) + ln(N) +
β2
τ2b4
)1/2
+ const.
(
aN
R
)3
p3c |Λ|/β.
To obtain this result, we used the definition (3.39) of a′
N
and γb ≤ ̺ω ≤ ̺. The first part of the inequality for
̺ω follows from the definition of γb (3.49) and the second part from the choice of πp in [25] after (2.13.15).
Using the definition of πp again, we estimated
(κ − κ′)
∑
|p|<pc
p2πp ≤ (κ − κ′)p2cP .
(
aN
R
)3
p3c |Λ|/β (3.73)
as in [25, Sec. 2.14]. To replace a˜N by aN in the term in the second line in (3.71) we applied Lemma 3.1 with
the choice ǫ =
√
aNN/(Lϕ). We will later choose ϕL/N ≫ aN . The error terms Z(1) and Z(2) are defined in
(3.19) and (3.36), respectively.
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To obtain a bound for the interaction term in (3.71), we write
̺2z + 2̺z (γb + ̺ω) + ̺
2
ω + γ
2
b =
(
̺ − ̺0
)2
+ 2
(
̺ − ̺0
)
(̺ω + γb) + ̺
2
ω + γ
2
b +
(
̺z − ̺ + ̺0
)2
(3.74)
+ 2
(
̺z − ̺ + ̺0
) (
̺ − ̺0 + ̺ω + γb
)
,
where
̺0 = |Λ|−1 Tr>
[
N
>Γ0
]
= |Λ|−1
∑
|p|≥pc
1
eβ(p
2−µ0) − 1
. (3.75)
The last term in the first line of (3.74) can be dropped for a lower bound. Next we combine the first term in
the third line of (3.71) with 4πaN |Λ| times the term in the second line of (3.75) integrated with ζΓ(z) dz over
C
M. Together, they read∫
CM
(
̺z − ̺ + ̺0
) [
8πaN |Λ|
(
̺ − ̺0 + ̺ω + γb
)
− const. |Λ|˜aN
R3
]
ζΓ(z) dz. (3.76)
We will later choose R ≪ ̺−1/3, that is, the term in the second bracket in (3.76) is negative and we need a
lower bound for ∫
CM
(
̺ − ̺0 − ̺z
)
ζΓ(z) dz = |Λ|−1
(
N − Tr>
[
N
>Γ0
]
−
∫
CM
|z|2ζΓ(z) dz
)
. (3.77)
Such a bound is provided by (3.64). In combination, the results of this paragraph imply∫
CM
[
4πaN |Λ|min
{
2̺2,
(
̺2z + 2̺z (γb + ̺ω) + ̺
2
ω + γ
2
b
)}
+ const.
a˜N
R3
(
N − Tr>
[
N
>Γ0
]
− |z|2
)]
ζΓ(z) dz
≥ 4πaN |Λ|min
{
2̺2,
[(
̺ − ̺0
)2
+ 2
(
̺ − ̺0
)
(̺ω + γb) + ̺
2
ω + γ
2
b
]}
(3.78)
− const. aN
R3
[
|Λ|p3c +
(
|Λ|βaN̺2 + βZ(1) + ln(N)
)1/2
A1/2
]
with A defined in (3.61). To obtain the result, we also used M . |Λ|p3c .
In the following, we assume pc , 0. The case where pc = 0 will follow easily from the analysis of this case.
Using the definition for ̺gc0 (β,N, L) in Sec. 1.6, we see that ̺ − ̺0 ≥ ̺
gc
0 which implies that we obtain a lower
bound for the terms in the second line in (3.78) when we replace ̺ − ̺0 by ̺gc0 . In order to derive a lower
bound for ̺ω, we estimate
̺ω ≥ |Λ|−1
∑
|p|≥pc
1
eβ(p2−µ0) − 1
= ̺
gc
th − |Λ|−1
∑
0<|p|<pc
1
eβ(p2−µ0) − 1
(3.79)
≥ ̺gcth −
∫
(
2−
√
3
)
2π
L <|p|<pc
1
eβ(p
2−µ0) − 1
(
1 +
3π
L|p| +
6π
L2p2
)
dp − |Λ|−1
∑
0<|p|≤2 2π
L
1
eβ(p
2−µ0) − 1
.
To obtain the last bound, we used Lemma 3.3. The integral in the second line is not larger than a constant
times pc/β and the sum is bounded by a constant times (βL)−1. Hence,
̺ω ≥ ̺gcth − const.
(
pc
β
+
1
βL
)
. (3.80)
When we follow the argumentation in [25, Sec. 2.14] and invoke Lemma 3.3, we see that
γb ≥ ̺ω − const.
[
̺
(
R
b
)2
+
R2
β5/2
(
1 +
β
L2
)]
. (3.81)
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Eqs. (3.80), (3.81) together imply, that the terms in the second line in (3.78) are bounded from below by
4πaN |Λ|
(
2̺2 −
(
̺
gc
0
)2) − const. aN |Λ| [̺2 (R
b
)2
+ ̺
(
pc
β
+
R2
β5/2
(
1 +
β
L2
)
+
1
βL
)]
. (3.82)
It remains to replace the grand canonical condensate density ̺gc0 (β,N, L) by its canonical version ̺0(β,N, L).
This can be achieved with the help of Lemma A.3 in the Appendix which implies
(
̺
gc
0
)2 ≤ ̺20 + const. ̺
(̺ ln(N)βL
)1/2
+
ln(N)
βL
 . (3.83)
Together with (3.82) this implies the result we were looking for. It has been derived under the assumption
pc > 0. For pc = 0, we have ̺0 = ̺ = ̺ω. Using this and (3.81), we see that the terms in the second line in
(3.78) are in this case bounded from below by
4πaN |Λ|̺2 − const. aN |Λ|
[
̺2
(
R
b
)2
+ ̺
R2
β5/2
(
1 +
β
L2
)]
. (3.84)
In combination, (3.78) and (3.82)–(3.84) imply that the term in the second line of (3.71) plus the first term in
the third line are bounded from below by
4πaN |Λ|
(
2̺2 − ̺0(β,N, L)
)
− const. aN
R3
[
|Λ|p3c +
(
|Λ|βaN̺2 + βZ(1) + ln(N)
)1/2
A1/2
]
(3.85)
− const. aN |Λ|
̺2 (Rb
)2
+ ̺
 pcβ + R2β5/2
(
1 +
β
L2
)
+
1
βL
+
(
̺ ln(N)
βL
)1/2
+
ln(N)
βL
 .
We recall that A has been defined in (3.61). The result has been obtained under the assumption that R̺1/3 is
small enough.
3.12. The "free" free energy
In this Section we derive a lower bound for the first two terms on the right-hand side of (3.71). The dispersion
relation ǫ(p) has been defined in (3.42). The following Lemma will be necessary to derive a lower bound for
the second term.
Lemma 3.4. The chemical potential µ(λ) satisfies
µ0 ≤ µ(λ) ≤ min

(
2π
L
)2
, λ
 − 1β ln
(
1 +
1
N
)
. (3.86)
Proof. The lower bound follows from the fact that the map λ 7→ µ(λ) is monotone increasing. The lowest
eigenvalue of the operator p2 + δp,0λ is given by min
{
(2π/L)2 , λ
}
. To prove the upper bound, we realize that
1
exp
(
β
(
min
{(
2π
L
)2
, λ
}
− µ(λ)
))
− 1
≤ N. (3.87)
The above statement follows from the fact that we have N particles in the system, and hence the expected
number of particles in the condensate cannot exceed N. Eq. (3.87) is equivalent to the second inequality in
(3.86) and proves the claim. 
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A long as |p| ≤ 1/s we have ǫ(p) = (1 − κ + κ′)p2 + δp,0λ − µ(λ) and ǫ(p) ≥ κ′p2 − µ(λ) holds for |p| > 1/s.
We will later choose the parameters such that s2/(L2κ′) is much smaller than one. Together with λ ≤ (2π
L
)2η
for 0 < η < 1, this in particular implies that ǫ(p) > 0 for |p| ≤ 1/s and κ′p2 − µ(λ) > 0 for |p| > 1/s. In
accordance with this decomposition of the momenta, we split the sum in the first line on the right-hand side
of (3.71) into two parts. The first part is given by
1
β
∑
|p|≤1/s
ln
(
1 − e−β((1−κ+κ′)p2+δp,0λ−µ(λ))
)
≥ 1
β
∑
p
ln
(
1 − e−β(p2+δp,0λ−µ(λ))
)
(3.88)
−
∑
p
(κ − κ′)p2
exp
(
β
(
(1 − κ + κ′)p2 + δp,0λ − µ(λ)
))
− 1
To arrive at the right-hand side, we used the concavity of the map x 7→ ln(1 − e−x). An application of
Lemma 3.4 together with the assumption that |κ − κ′| is small enough tells us that the absolute value of the
term in the second line is bounded from above by a constant times
∣∣∣κ − κ′∣∣∣
 1β + ∑|p|>2 2π
L
p2
e−βp2/4 − 1
 . (3.89)
The summands times β are bounded from above by a constant times e−βp
2/8. An application of Lemma 3.3
therefore tells us that the sum in (3.89) cannot be larger than a constant times |Λ|/β5/2.
The part of the sum in the first line of (3.71) coming from the momenta with |p| > 1/s is bounded from below
by
1
β
∑
|p|>1/s
ln
(
1 − e−β(κ′p2−µ(λ))
)
≥ 1
β
∑
|p|>1/s
ln
(
1 − e−β
(
κ′p2/2+ κ
′
2s2
−( 2πL )
2
))
(3.90)
As already mentioned in the discussion after Lemma 3.4, we will later choose κ′ and s such that κ′/(2s2) −
(2π/L)2 ≥ 0. Since x 7→ ln(1 − e−x) is a negative and monotone increasing functions, we can use Lemma 3.3
to show that the right-hand side of (3.90) is bounded from below by a constant times
|Λ|
β5/2 (κ′)3/2
∫
|p|≥(βκ′)1/2
[
1
s
−√3 2π
L
]
+
ln
(
1 − e−p2/2
) (
1 +
βκ′
p2L2
)
dp. (3.91)
We will later choose κ′ and s such that βκ′/s2 ≫ 1. We also note that the term in (3.91) is an exponentially
decaying function of this parameter. Putting the results of this section and the definition of κ′ in (3.43) together,
in particular, (3.88)–(3.91), we find
µ(λ)N + 1
β
∑
p
ln
(
1 − e−βǫ(p)
)
≥ F0 (β,N, L, λ) − const.
aNR20R3
[
1
β
+
|Λ|
β5/2
]
+
ln(N)
β
 (3.92)
− const. |Λ|
β5/2 (κ′)3/2
exp
(
−const.
√
βκ′/s2
)
To obtain the result, we also used s ≤ L and Lemma A.1 in the Appendix to replace the grand canonical free
energy Fgc0 (β, µ(λ), L, λ) by the canonical free energy F0(β,N, L, λ). The bound has been derived under the
assumptions that s2/(L2κ′), s2/(βκ′) and |κ − κ′| are small enough.
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3.13. Choice of Parameters
Optimization under the assumptions aN = avL/N with fixed av > 0, λ ≤ (2πL )2η with fixed 0 < η < 1 and
β̺2/3 & 1 leads to the same choice of parameters as in [25, Sec. 2.16] and implies the lower bound
Tr
[
HλNΓ
]
− 1
β
S (Γ) ≥F0(β,N, L, λ) + 4π|Λ|aN
(
2̺2 − ̺0(β,N, L)2
)
− L−2Nc˜ℓ(β,N, L) (3.93)
+ 1
β
∫
CM
S
(
Γz, Γ
0,λ
c
)
ζΓ(z) dz
with
c˜ℓ(β,N, L) ≤ Cδ
(
β̺2/3
)
N−4/1209+δ
(
β̺2/3
)5/403−δ
(3.94)
and some function s 7→ Cδ(s) that is uniformly bounded for s ∈ [d,∞) with d > 0. For δ → 0, the function
Cδ blows up. The error term is of lower order as long as N−2/3(β̺2/3)5/2 ≪ 1. The bound is uniform for
0 < av . 1. The desired uniformity in the temperature will be achieved in the next section.
Since it will be needed in Sec. 4, we also state here the choices of pc and R resulting from the optimization.
They are given by
pc =
β−1/2
(
N−2/3̺5/3β5/2
)81/403
if β|µ0| ≤
(
N−2/3̺5/3β5/2
)162/403
0 otherwise.
(3.95)
and
R = ̺−1/3
(
N−2/3̺5/3β5/2
)3/403
. (3.96)
3.14. Uniformity in the temperature
We follow the analysis in [25, Sec. 2.17] until equation (2.17.4) and arrive at
HN ≥
N∑
j=1
ℓ
(√
−∆ j
)
+ 4πaNN̺
(
1 − ǫ − const.
(
a3̺
)1/17 − const. 1
ǫRs2̺
)
, (3.97)
where ℓ(|p|) = p2
(
1 − κ/2 − (1 − κ)ν(sp)2
)
. To obtain this bound, it has been assumed that κ = (a3
N
̺)1/17
and R = aN(a3N̺)
−5/17. From this point on we have to adjust the analysis in [25]. This is necessary because
we cannot replace sums by integrals, we have to add the term δp,0λ to the one-particle Hamiltonian, and we
want to obtain the canonical free energy and the canonical condensate density (in the thermodynamic limit
the canonical and the grand canonical free energies and condensate densities are the same).
Denote the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (3.97) by T c
N
and let
T
c,λ
N
= T cN + λ
N∑
i=1
|Φ〉〈Φ|i, (3.98)
where Φ(x) = |Λ|−1/2, as before. For any N-particle state Γ we have
Tr
[
T
c,λ
N
Γ
]
− TS (Γ) = Tr
[(
T
c,λ
N
− µ(λ)N
)
Γ
]
− TS (Γ) + µ(λ)N (3.99)
≥ 1
β
∑
p
ln
(
1 − e−β(ℓ(|p|)+δp,0λ−µ(λ))
)
+ µ(λ)N.
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If we assume that s2/(κL2) is small enough, we have ℓ(|p|) + δp,0λ − µ(λ) > 0 for all p ∈ 2πL Z3. This follows
from κ = (a3
N
̺)1/17 ≪ 1 and λ ≤ (2π
L
)2η with 0 < η < 1. We use ℓ(|p|) = (1 − κ/2) p2 for |p| ≤ 1/s to see that
1
β
∑
|p|≤1/s
ln
(
1 − e−β(ℓ(|p|)+δp,0λ−µ(λ))
)
≥ 1
β
∑
p
ln
(
1 − e−β(p2+δp,0λ−µ(λ))
)
(3.100)
−
∑
p
κp2
2
exp
(
β
(
p2 + δp,0λ − µ(λ)
))
− 1
,
as in (3.88). The term in the second line of (3.100) can be quantified as a similar term in Sec. 3.12, compare
with (3.89). This is also true for the sum over all momenta with |p| > 1/s. Following these arguments and
replacing again the grand canonical free energy by the canonical one with Lemma A.1 in the Appendix, we
find that
Tr
[
TλNΓ
]
− TS (Γ) ≥F0 (β,N, L, λ) − const.
[
κ
(
1
β
+
|Λ|
β5/2
)
+
ln(N)
β
]
(3.101)
− const. |Λ|
β5/2κ3/2
exp
(
−const.
√
βκ/s2
)
holds. To obtain the bound, we assumed that s2/(L2κ) and s2/(βκ) are small enough.
In order to obtain the final estimate, we also need to replace the interaction energy in Eq. (3.97) by the formula
we have in Theorem 1.1. As above we denote by ̺0(β,N, L) the expected condensate density of the ideal gas
in the canonical ensemble in the case λ = 0 and we define by ̺th = ̺ − ̺0 the expected density of the thermal
cloud. We then have for β & βc
4πaN |Λ|̺2 ≥ 4πaN |Λ|
[
2̺2 − ̺20
]
− 4πaN |Λ|
(
2̺0̺th + ̺
2
th
)
(3.102)
≥ 4πaN |Λ|
[
2̺2 − ̺20
]
− const. aN |Λ|̺̺gcth .
To come to the second line, we used ̺0 ≤ ̺ as well as Lemma A.2 in the appendix to bound ̺th . ̺gcth . To see
that ̺gcth . β
−3/2 + β/L, we write
|Λ|̺gcth =
∑
0<|p|<2 2π
L
1
eβ(p
2−µ0) − 1
+
∑
|p|≥2 2π
L
1
eβ(p
2−µ0) − 1
. (3.103)
The first term on the right-hand side is bounded by a constant times L2/β. To bound the second term, we
invoke Lemma 3.3 to see that it is bounded from above by a constant times |Λ|/β3/2.
In combination, (3.101) and (3.102) imply:
Tr
[
HλNΓ
]
− TS (Γ) ≥F0(β,N, L, λ) + 4πaN |Λ|
(
2̺2 − ̺0(β,N, L)2
)
− const.
[
κ
(
N
L2
+
L
β3/2
+
|Λ|
β5/2
)
+
ln(N)
β
]
− const. aN |Λ|̺2
[
ǫ +
(
a3N̺
)1/17
+
1
ǫRs2̺
+
1
β3/2̺
]
(3.104)
− const. |Λ|
β5/2κ3/2
exp
(
−const.
√
βκ/s2
)
.
In the derivation of this bound, we assumed that s2/(L2κ) and s2/(βκ) are small enough. Before we optimize
under the assumption λ ≤ (2π
L
)2η with fixed 0 < η < 1 and aN = avL/N with av > 0 fixed, we insert κ and R
from above, see the discussion after (3.97). With some δ > 0 we choose
s2 = min
{
L2, β
} (
a3N̺
)1/17+δ
and ǫ2 =
1
Rs2̺
. (3.105)
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This fulfills the condition on s and κ stated after (3.104) and it assures the smallness of the term in the third
line in (3.104). It implies
Tr
[
HλNΓ
]
− TS (Γ) ≥ F0(β,N, L, λ) + 4πaN |Λ|
(
2̺2 − ̺0(β,N, L)2
)
(3.106)
− const. |Λ|aN̺2

 1min{L2, β}̺2/3 (a3
N
̺
)5/51+δ

1/2
+
(
a3N̺
)1/17 (
1 +
1
aN̺
2β5/2
)
+
1(
β̺2/3
)3/2
 .
We have to combine the two bounds (3.93) and (3.106) in the same way as in [25, Sec. 217] to obtain the
optimal rate, that is, we use (3.93) as long as β̺2/3 ≤ N7568/103275 ≈ N0.0733 and (3.106) otherwise. This
yields the final lower bound
F(β,N, L, λ) ≥ F0(β,N, L, λ) + 4π|Λ|aN
(
2̺2 − ̺0(β,N, L)2
)
− L−2Ncℓ(N) (3.107)
with
cℓ(N) ≤ Cδ
(
β̺2/3
)
N−α (3.108)
and some function s 7→ Cδ(s) that is uniformly bounded on intervals [d,∞) with d > 0 and α = 4/6885 − δ.
For δ → 0, the function Cδ blows up. The bound is uniform for 0 < av . 1. This completes the proof of the
lower bound.
4. Proof of the asymptotics of the one-particle density matrix
In this section we prove the claimed asymptotics for the 1-pdm of approximate minimizers of the Gibbs free
energy functional. A crucial input for the analysis in this section are the lower bounds (3.93) and (3.106). The
proof is split into four parts: In the first part we consider the 1-pdm projected onto the subspace of the one-
particle Hilbert space with momenta at least pc and we show that it equals the one of the non-interacting Gibbs
state to leading order. In the second step we consider the 1-pdm projected to the orthogonal complement of
that subspace and show that also there it is to leading given by the one of the non-interacting Gibbs state. In
the third step we estimate the off-diagonal contributions and in the fourth part we prove the uniformity in the
temperature. We highlight that off-diagonal contributions to the 1-pdm have to be estimated because we do
not assume that the states under consideration are translation invariant. With this assumption we would obtain
a better rate. An important example of a translation invariant state is the interacting Gibbs state (1.7).
4.1. The one-particle density matrix of the thermal cloud
Let Γ be an approximate minimizers of the Gibbs free energy functional in the sense that
F (Γ) ≤ F0(β,N, L) + 4πaN |Λ|
(
2̺2 − ̺0(β,N, L)2
)
(1 + δ(N)), (4.1)
with 0 ≤ δ(N) = o(1) in the considered limit. Together with the lower bound (3.93) with λ = 0, this implies∫
CM
S
(
Γz, Γ
0
c
)
ζΓ(z) dz ≤ 4π|Λ|βaN̺2 (˜cℓ(β,N, L) + δ(N)) . (4.2)
The state Γ0c ≡ Γ0,λ=0c was defined in Sec. 3.6. The index c refers to the fact that the relevant dispersion relation
is not p2 − µ0 but the one we obtained after applying the Dyson Lemma, see (3.42). The goal of this section
is to obtain quantitative information on the 1-pdm γ of Γ from this bound. Let us define
P = 1 (−∆ < pc) and Q = 1 − P. (4.3)
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When projected to the high momentum modes, γ reads
QγQ =
∫
CM
γz ζΓ(z) dz, (4.4)
where γz is the 1-pdm of the state Γz. Hence, if we denote by γ0c the 1-pdm of Γ
0
c , we have∥∥∥∥Q (γ − γ0c)Q∥∥∥∥1 ≤
∫
CM
∥∥∥γz − γ0c∥∥∥1 ζΓ(z) dz. (4.5)
In the following, we will derive a bound on the right-hand side.
The starting point of our analysis is (4.2). Since Γ0c is a quasi-free state, the left-hand side (4.2) can be bounded
from below in terms of the bosonic relative entropy. For two nonnegative operators a, b with finite trace, it is
defined by
S(a, b) =
∑
i, j
∣∣∣〈ψi, ϕ j〉∣∣∣2 (σ(γi) − σ(η j) − σ′(η j)(γi − η j)) , (4.6)
where σ(x) = x ln(x) − (1 + x) ln(1 + x) and {λi, ψi} and {η j, ϕ j} denote the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of
a and b, respectively. We also denote by
S(a) = − tr [σ (a)] (4.7)
the bosonic entropy of a. We then have S(γz) ≥ S (Γz), see [28, 2.5.14.5], as well as S (Γ0c) = S(γ0c), and
therefore conclude that
S
(
Γz, Γ
0
c
)
≥ S
(
γz, γ
0
c
)
. (4.8)
In combination with (4.2), this implies∫
CM
S
(
γz, γ
0
c
)
ζΓ(z) dz . β|Λ|aN̺2 (˜cℓ(β,N, L) + δ(N)) . (4.9)
In order to obtain quantitative information from Eq. (4.9), we need the following Lemma which quantifies the
coercivity of the bosonic relative entropy. It is an improved version of [5, Lemma 4.1].
Lemma 4.1. There exists a constant C > 0 such that for any two nonnegative trace-class operators a and b
we have
S (a, b) ≥ C ‖a − b‖
2
1
‖1 + b‖ tr [a + b] . (4.10)
Proof of Lemma 4.1. Let f (x, y) = σ(x) − σ(y) − σ′(y)(x − y). In the proof of Lemma 4.1 in [5] it has been
shown that there is a C > 0 such that
f (x, y) ≥ C (x − y)
2
(1 + y)(x + y)
. (4.11)
We write (x − y)2 =
(√
x − √y
)2 (√
x +
√
y
)2
which allows us to bound the right-hand side from below by
(x − y)2
(1 + y)(x + y)
≥
(√
x − √y
)2
1 + y
≥
(√
x − √y
)2
1 + ymax
. (4.12)
To obtain the final estimate, we assumed that y ∈ [0, ymax]. In combination with (4.6), this proves
S(a, b) ≥ C
∥∥∥a1/2 − b1/2∥∥∥2
2
‖1 + b‖ . (4.13)
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Next, we write the difference between the two density matrices as
a − b = 12
(
a1/2 − b1/2
) (
a1/2 + b1/2
)
+ 12
(
a1/2 + b1/2
) (
a1/2 − b1/2
)
(4.14)
and estimate their trace norm difference by
‖a − b‖1 ≤
∥∥∥a1/2 − b1/2∥∥∥2 (∥∥∥a1/2∥∥∥2 + ∥∥∥b1/2∥∥∥2) = ∥∥∥a1/2 − b1/2∥∥∥2 (‖a‖1/21 + ‖b‖1/21 ) . (4.15)
Here ‖ · ‖2 denotes the Hilbert-Schmidt norm. Together with (4.13) and
√
x +
√
y ≤
√
2
√
x + y for x, y ≥ 0,
this proves the claim. 
Before we apply Lemma 4.1, we will show that tr γz ≤ N holds. To that end, we write
tr γz =
Tr
[
N
>|z〉〈z| Γ]
Tr Γ˜z
, (4.16)
where N> =
∑
|p|≥pc a
∗
pap, as before. Let us denote by PN the projection onto the N-particle sector of the Fock
space F . It is sufficient to show that
PNN
>|z〉〈z|PN ≤ NPN |z〉〈z|PN (4.17)
holds. With [N>, |z〉〈z|] = 0 = [N>, PN] we check that [PNN>PN , PN |z〉〈z|PN] = 0. But this implies the
claim. With this information at hand, we apply Lemma 4.1 to the left-hand side of (4.9) and additionally use
tr γ0c . N as well as ‖1 + γ0c‖ . L2/β. We find that∥∥∥∥Q (γ − γ0c)Q∥∥∥∥1 . N (˜cℓ(β,N, L) + δ(N))1/2 (4.18)
holds. It remains to replace γ0c by the canonical 1-pdm of the ideal Bose gas.
To that end, we first replace the dispersion relation ǫ(p) (3.42) in the definition of γ0c by p
2 − µ0. This can be
done with an analysis that is very similar to the one carried out between (3.88) and (3.91) in Sec. 3.12 and
yields ∥∥∥∥Q (γ0c − γgc0 )Q∥∥∥∥1 . |κ − κ′| |Λ|β3/2 + |Λ|(βκ′)3/2 exp
(
−const.
√
κ′β/s2
)
. (4.19)
In order to replace γgc0 by its canonical analogue γ0, we invoke Lemma A.3 in the Appendix to show that∥∥∥∥Q (γ0 − γgc0 )Q∥∥∥∥1 ≤ ∥∥∥∥1 (−∆ , 0) (γ0 − γgc0 )1 (−∆ , 0)∥∥∥∥1 (4.20)
.
(
tr
[˜
γ
gc
0
(
1 + γ˜gc0
)]
lnN
)1/2
+
(
1 +
∥∥∥γ˜gc0 ∥∥∥) lnN
holds, where γ˜gc0 = 1 (−∆ , 0) γ
gc
0 . With ‖˜γ
gc
0 ‖ . L2/β one checks that the term in the second line of (4.20) is
bounded from above by a constant times N5/6 ln(N)1/2 uniformly in β̺2/3 & 1. In combination (4.18)–(4.20)
imply
‖Q (γ − γ0)Q‖1 . N (˜cℓ(β,N, L) + δ(N))1/2 . (4.21)
The bound yields the desired result as long as N−2/3(β̺2/3)5/2 ≪ 1.
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4.2. The one-particle density matrix of the condensate
In order to investigate PγP and, in particular, to show the existence of a BEC, we apply a Griffith argument.
From Eq. (3.107), we know that
F (Γ) + λ〈Φ|γ|Φ〉 = Tr
[
HλNΓ
]
− 1
β
S (Γ) ≥ F0(β,N, L, λ) − 4πaN |Λ|
(
2̺2 − ̺0(β,N, L)2
)
(1 − cℓ(N)) , (4.22)
where the Hamiltonian Hλ
N
was defined in (3.1) and 0 ≤ λ ≤ (2π
L
)2η with some fixed 0 < η < 1. Together with
(4.1) this implies
〈Φ|γ|Φ〉 ≥ F0(β,N, L, λ) − F0(β,N, L, 0)
λ
− |Λ|aN̺
2
λ
(cℓ(N) + δ(N)) (4.23)
= 〈Φ|γ0|Φ〉 +
1
2
∂2F0(β,N, L, λ)
∂λ2
∣∣∣∣∣
λ=λ˜
λ − |Λ|aN̺
2
λ
(cℓ(N) + δ(N))
for some 0 ≤ λ˜ ≤ λ. As above we denoted by Φ the constant function with value |Λ|−1/2 on the torus. The
second derivative in the above equation is nothing but (−β) times the variance Varλ(n0) = 〈n20〉λ − 〈n0〉2λ of the
occupation of the p = 0 orbital. Here and in the following, we denote by 〈·〉λ the expectation in the canonical
ensemble with the energy of the p = 0 orbital shifted by λ. We also recall that np = a∗pap. In order to bound
the above variance, we need the following Lemma:
Lemma 4.2. Assume that 0 ≤ λ < (2π
L
)2η with 0 < η < 1. We then have
Varλ(n0) .
L4
β2
. (4.24)
Proof. The canonical Gibbs state has exactly N particles. This allows us to conclude that the particle number
fluctuations of the condensate and those of the thermal cloud are equal: Varλ (n0) = Varλ
(∑
p,0 np
)
. Using
the correlation inequality 〈npnq〉λ − 〈np〉λ〈nq〉λ < 0 for p , q, see [26, Theorem (ii)], we estimate
Varλ
∑
p,0
np
 = ∑
p,q,0,p,q
(
〈npnq〉λ − 〈np〉λ〈nq〉λ
)
+
∑
p,0
(
〈n2p〉λ − 〈np〉2λ
)
≤
∑
p,0
〈n2p〉λ .
∑
p,0
〈n2p〉λ,gc. (4.25)
By 〈·〉λ,gc we denote the expectation w.r.t. to the grand canonical ensemble. The last inequality follows from
Lemma A.2. A straightforward computation shows
〈n2p〉λ,gc =
1 + eβ(p
2−µ(λ))(
eβ(p2−µ(λ)) − 1
)2 . (4.26)
From Lemma 3.4 we know that p2 − µ(λ) ≥ (1 − η)p2 as well as that p2 − µ(λ) ≤ p2 − µ0. We therefore have∑
p,0
1 + eβ(p
2−µ(λ))(
eβ(p2−µ(λ)) − 1
)2 ≤ ∑
p,0
1 + eβ(p
2−µ0)(
eβ(1−η)p2 − 1
)2 . L4(1 − η)2β2 ∑
p∈Z3\{0}
1
p4
. (4.27)
Together with (4.25) and (4.26), this proves the claim. 
We use Lemma 4.2 to bound the second term on the right-hand side of (4.23). The choice λ = (2π
L
)2/2 implies
together with aN . N/L the bound
〈Φ|γ|Φ〉 ≥ N0 − const. N (cℓ(N) + δ(N)) . (4.28)
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We highlight that the right-hand side of (4.28) is uniform in β̺2/3.
Let
PΦ = |Φ〉〈Φ| and P˜ = 1
(
0 < −∆ < p2c
)
. (4.29)
Our next goal is to derive a bound for ‖P(γ − γ0)P‖1. When we write the trace in terms of the eigenfunctions
of the Laplacian and use (4.21) as well as (4.28), we see that
N = tr γ = 〈Φ|γ|Φ〉 + tr P˜γP˜ + trQγ0Q + trQ(γ − γ0)Q (4.30)
≥ N0 − N (cℓ(N) + δN) + tr P˜γP˜ + trQγ0Q − N (˜cℓ(β,N, L) + δ(N))1/2 .
With Lemma A.2 in the Appendix and Lemma 3.3, we show that
tr P˜γ0P˜ .
L2
β
+
L3pc
β
(4.31)
holds. Since γ0 is diagonal in the momentum basis this implies
trQγ0Q ≥ Nth − const.
(
L2
β
+
L3pc
β
)
. (4.32)
Next, we insert this inequality into (4.30) and find
tr P˜γP˜ ≤ N
(
cℓ(N) + δ(N) + (˜cℓ(β,N, L) + δ(N))
1/2
)
+ const.
(
L2
β
+
L3pc
β
)
. (4.33)
When we insert (4.31), (4.32) and (4.33) in the first line of (4.30) in order to obtain a lower bound for the
expression on the right-hand side, we find
〈Φ|γ|Φ〉 ≤ N0 + N
(
cℓ(N) + δN + (˜cℓ(β,N, L) + δ(N))
1/2
)
+ const.
(
L2
β
+
L3pc
β
)
. (4.34)
Together with the lower bound on the same quantity (4.28), this implies the bound
‖PΦ(γ − γ0)PΦ‖1 = |〈Φ|γ − γ0|Φ〉| ≤ N
(
cℓ(N) + δN + (˜cℓ(β,N, L) + δ(N))
1/2
)
+ const.
(
L2
β
+
L3pc
β
)
. (4.35)
To obtain a bound for the term we are interested in, that is, for ‖P (γ − γ0) P‖1, we write
‖P (γ − γ0) P‖1 ≤ ‖PΦ (γ − γ0) PΦ‖1 + 2‖PΦ (γ − γ0) P˜‖1 + ‖P˜ (γ − γ0) P˜‖1. (4.36)
It remains to give a bound on the second term on the right-hand side. To that end, we use PΦγ0P˜ = 0 and
estimate
‖PΦ (γ − γ0) P˜‖1 ≤ ‖PΦ‖1‖γ1/2‖‖γ1/2P˜‖ ≤ N1/2‖P˜γP˜‖1/2 ≤ N1/2‖P˜γP˜‖1/21 . (4.37)
Putting Eqs. (4.31), (4.33), (4.35), (4.36) and (4.37) together, we finally obtain
‖P (γ − γ0) P‖1 . N1/2
N (cℓ(N) + c˜ℓ(β,N, L)1/2 + δ(N)1/2) + N2/3
β̺2/3
+
Nβ1/2pc(
β̺2/3
)3/2
1/2 . (4.38)
This is the bound for the low momentum block of the 1-pdm of Γ we were looking for. In combination
with the choice for pc in (3.95), it implies that ‖P (γ − γ0) P‖1 is much smaller than N as long as as long as
N−2/3(β̺2/3)5/2 ≪ 1. It remains to estimate the off-diagonal contributions and to discuss the uniformity in the
temperature.
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4.3. The off-diagonal of the one-particle density matrix and the final estimate
In this section we are going to control the off-diagonal parts of γ which will allow us to give the final estimate.
Our analysis follows the lines of a similar analysis in [5, Sec. 4.3]. We write
‖γ − γ0‖1 ≤ ‖P (γ − γ0) P‖1 + 2‖P (γ − γ0)Q‖1 + ‖Q (γ − γ0)Q‖1 (4.39)
and estimate the right-hand side term by term. A bound for the first term on the right-hand side was given in
(4.38). From (4.21) we know that the last term is bounded by N (˜cℓ(β,N, L) + δ(N))1/2.
To derive a bound on the second term on the right-hand side of (4.39), we use Pγ0Q = 0 and write
‖P (γ − γ0)Q‖1 = ‖PγQ‖1 ≤ ‖PΦPγQ‖1 + ‖ (1 − PΦ) PγQ‖1. (4.40)
We estimate the first term on the right-hand side by
‖PΦPγQ‖1 ≤ ‖PγQ‖ ≤ ‖γ1/2‖ ‖γ1/2Q‖ ≤ N1/2‖QγQ‖1/2 ≤ N1/2
(
‖Q(γ − γ0)Q‖1/2 + ‖Qγ0Q‖
)1/2
. (4.41)
The first term in the bracket on the right-hand side of (4.41) can be estimated by its trace norm which can be
bounded with the help of (4.21). To bound the second term, we invoke Lemma A.2 in the appendix to see that
it is bounded from above by a constant times (β(p2c − µ0))−1. Putting these two bounds together, we therefore
have
‖PΦPγQ‖1 . N (˜cℓ(β,N, L) + δ(N))1/4 +
 N
β
(
p2c − µ0
)1/2 . (4.42)
To bound the second term on the right-hand side of (4.40), we write
‖(1 − PΦ) PγQ‖1 ≤
∥∥∥(1 − PΦ) Pγ1/2∥∥∥2 ‖γ1/2Q‖2 ≤ N1/2 {tr (1 − Pφ) (PγP − N0Pφ)}1/2 (4.43)
≤ N1/2
(
‖P(γ − γ0)P‖1 + ‖P˜γ0P˜‖1
)1/2
.
The first term in the bracket on the right-hand side can be bounded with (4.38), the second with (4.31). We
find
‖(1 − PΦ) PγQ‖1 . N
(
cℓ(N)
1/4 + c˜ℓ(β,N, L)
1/8 + δ(N)1/8
)
+ N3/4
(
L2
β
+
L3pc
β
)1/4
(4.44)
+ N1/2
(
L2
β
+
L3pc
β
)1/2
.
By combining Eqs. (4.40), (4.42) and (4.44), we estimate the off-diagonal contribution to the 1-pdm by
‖P (γ − γ0)Q‖1 .N
((
cℓ(N)
1/4 + c˜ℓ(β,N, L)
1/8 + δ(N)
)1/8)
+ N3/4
 N2/3
β̺2/3
+
Nβ1/2pc(
β̺2/3
)3/2
1/4 (4.45)
+ N1/2
 N2/3
β̺2/3
+
Nβ1/2pc(
β̺2/3
)3/2
1/2 +
 N
β
(
p2c − µ0
)1/2 .
We now have everything together to state the final bound for γ. To that end, we combine (4.21), (4.38) (4.39)
and (4.45). Inserting also the explicit choice for pc (3.95), we find
‖γ − γ0‖1 . N
(
cℓ(N)
1/4 + c˜ℓ(β,N, L)
1/8 + δ(N)1/8
)
. (4.46)
This proves the claimed asymptotics for the 1-pdm as long as N−2/3(β̺2/3)5/2 ≪ 1. In the next section we
discuss the uniformity in β̺2/3.
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4.4. Uniformity in the temperature
In order to show the desired uniformity in the temperature, we have to consider the case where β̺2/3 is so
large that c˜ℓ(β,N, L) is no longer small, that is, β̺2/3 & N4/15. In this case we have ̺0(β,N, L) ≃ ̺, and hence
the contribution of the thermal cloud to the 1-pdm of the ideal gas is of lower order. In combination with
(4.28), this will imply a similar statement for γ. In particular, it will allow us to conclude that ‖γ − γ0‖1 ≪ N
uniformly in β̺2/3.
Let QΦ = 1 − PΦ. From (4.28) we know that
N = Tr γ = 〈Φ|γ|Φ〉 + trQΦγQΦ ≥ N0 − N (cℓ(N) + δ(N)) + trQΦγQΦ. (4.47)
An application of Lemma A.2 in the Appendix and one of Lemma 3.3 tell us that
tr
[
QΦγ0
]
. tr
[
QΦγ
gc
0
]
.
|Λ|
β3/2
+
L2
β
. (4.48)
Together with N = N0 + TrQΦγ0QΦ and (4.47), this bound implies
trQΦγQΦ . N (cℓ(N) + δ(N)) +
( |Λ|
β3/2
+
L2
β
)
as well as (4.49)
‖QΦ(γ − γ0)QΦ‖1 . N (cℓ(N) + δ(N)) +
( |Λ|
β3/2
+
L2
β
)
.
With (4.28), (4.48) and
〈Φ|γ|Φ〉 ≤ N = N0 + trQΦγ0QΦ ≤ N0 + const.
( |Λ|
β3/2
+
L2
β
)
(4.50)
we additionally see that
‖P (γ − γ0) P‖1 = |〈Φ|γ − γ0|Φ〉| . N (cℓ(N) + δ(N)) +
( |Λ|
β3/2
+
L2
β
)
. (4.51)
Using PΦγ0QΦ = 0, the off-diagonal contribution ‖PΦ(γ − γ0)QΦ‖1 can be estimated similarly to (4.41) by
‖PΦ (γ − γ0)QΦ‖1 = ‖PΦγQΦ‖1 ≤ N1/2 ‖QΦγQΦ‖1/2 . N1/2
(
N (cℓ(N) + δ(N)) +
|Λ|
β3/2
+
L2
β
)1/2
. (4.52)
To obtain the second estimate, we additionally used (4.49). In combination Eqs. (4.49), (4.51) and (4.52)
imply for β̺2/3 ≫ 1
‖γ − γ0‖1 . N
(cℓ(N) + δ(N))1/2 + 1(
β̺2/3
)3/4 + N−1/6(
β̺2/3
)1/2
 . (4.53)
This bound needs to be combined with (4.46) in order to obtain a bound that is uniform in β̺2/3 & 1. The
relevant terms depending on β̺2/3 to consider are Nc˜ℓ(β,N, L)1/8 in (4.46) and (β̺2/3)−3/4 in (4.53). We use
(4.46) as long as β̺2/3 ≤ N4/7269 and (4.53) otherwise. The largest error term is Ncℓ(N)1/4 in (4.46). We
therefore have
‖γ − γ0‖1 ≤ Cα
(
β̺2/3
)
N
(
N−1/6884+α + δ(N)1/8
)
(4.54)
with α > 0 and some function s 7→ Cα(s) that is uniformly bounded on intervals [d,∞) with d > 0. For α → 0,
the function Cα blows up. Our bound is uniform in 0 < av . 1. This concludes the proof of the asymptotics
of the 1-pdm of approximate minimizers of the Gibbs free energy functional, and therewith also the proof of
Theorem 1.1.
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A. Some properties of the ideal Bose gas
In this appendix we collect three Lemmas concerning properties of the ideal Bose gas, which have been proven
in [5, Appendix A] or follow from a statement there, and which we need in the main text. In particular, they
concern the comparison of relevant quantities when computed in the canonical and in the grand canonical
ensemble. Although these statements hold more generally, we state them here only for the ideal Bose gas on
the torus Λ.
As in the main text we denote by F0(β,N, L, λ) the canonical free energy of the ideal gas and by F
gc
0 (β, µ, L, λ)
its grand canonical analogue (with λ ≥ 0). Similarly, 〈·〉N and 〈·〉gc,µ denote the expectations and N0 and Ngc0
the expected number of particles in the condensate in the two ensembles (for simplicity we have suppressed
the λ-dependence here). The expected number of particles in the grand canonical ensemble is denoted by
N(µ) and γ0/γ
gc
0 is the 1-pdm of the canonical/grand canonical ideal gas (which depend on λ). The following
three statements hold.
Lemma A.1. Assume µ is such that N = N ∈ N. Then
F0(β,N, L, λ) ≥ Fgc0 (β, µ, L, λ) ≥ F0(β,N, L, λ) − 1β
(
ln(1 + N) + 1
)
. (A.1)
Proof. The proof follows from [5, Corollary A.1]. 
Lemma A.2. Assume µ is such that N = N ∈ N and let f : N0 7→ R be a nonnegative and nondecreasing
function. Then 〈
f
(
a∗pap
)〉
N
≤ 40
1.8
〈
f
(
a∗pap
)〉
gc,µ
(A.2)
holds for all p ∈ 2π
L
Z
3.
Proof. The proof follows the proof of a similar statement for the densities of the system in [5, Proposition A.2].
See also Remark A.1 in the same reference. 
Lemma A.3. Denote γ˜0 = 1(−∆ , 0)γ0 and the same for the grand canonical 1-pdm and choose µ such that
N = N ∈ N holds. Then
∣∣∣N0 − Ngc0 ∣∣∣ ≤ ∥∥∥γ˜0 − γ˜gc0 ∥∥∥1 ≤ ∥∥∥γ0 − γgc0 ∥∥∥1 . (N ln(N)L2β
)1/2
+
ln(N)L2
β
. (A.3)
Proof. The proof follows from [5, Lemma A.2]. 
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